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I. SUMMARY

Although the Library is among the large research libraries in the United
States, its size has not apparently created inertia. As can be seen from
the attached departmental reports, an active staff and active departments
have been supplemented this year with substantial changes in the library
system.

Early in the year, planning began for the closing of the old card catalog
effective 1 January 198k. The catalog was closed and a new one opened on
schedule. Information about changes was widely disseminated. Several
committees and people are responsible for a smooth transition, but
especially to be acknowledged was a committee report that explained what
would happen and why, made more graphic by a list of anticipated
questions with logical answers. The result: nearly six months after the
closing of the old catalog, the University Librarian has yet to receive
even one major complaint about unexpected problems.

Remodeling projects in the Science-Engineering Library and the Main
Library Media Center created dust, noise .and confusion for a time, but
the resulting increased effectiveness of the two areas, along with more
pleasant appearance, have been widely applauded by patrons and staff
alike. Still to come in this regard are such things as a sign system for
SEL and creation of stack and storage space for Documents, Special
Collections, Music and the Center for Creative Photography.

A retreat for library administrators, followed by creation of a Library
Planning Council and subsequent staff workshops on library services and
organization, led to a major organizational change announced in June. A
new division of Systems and Planning has been created and a position at
the Assistant University Librarian level will be advertised and filled
next year. The traditional Public Services Division has been split into
two divisions, one for Central Services and one for Branch Services. The
Loan Department has been moved from Technical Services to Central
Services; the Bindery Section of the Catalog Department has been upgraded
to department status and its name changed to Bindery and Preservation;
plans call for Current Periodicals, Newspapers and Microforms to begin
reporting to Central Services later this calendar year.

GEAC, our four-year-old automated circulation system continues to
function with amazing consistency -- thanks to excellent, dedicated staff
and quality design and production of the equipment. As we approach the
five-year mark when many systems need replacing, GEAC seems to promise
continuation of 95+ per cent running time.

Six large committees spent untold hours of time, some of it their
personal time, developing written reports on the major elements of a
future online catalog. Although funding was not available this year, it
is safe to predict that the University of Arizona Library must be
prepared to join the ranks of research libraries installing online
catalogs in the near future.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

Aggressive, intelligent and well-trained staff moved the programs of the
library forward despite adversity to be mentioned later. The Center for
Creative Photography generated grant income in excess of $370,000; the
Southwest Folklore Center reached thousands of Arizonans with Tucson Meet
Yourself, three traveling exhibits, and more than two public lectures and
programs per month. Because of three newly-trained searchers, online
bibliographic searches were up, despite overall staff shortages.
Reference and directional questions, training sessions, processing of
materials and all other library routines held at approximately last
year's levels or were down slightly. All reductions could be traced
directly to staff shortages.

As the year drew to a close, official word came that the U.S. Department
of Education had approved a grant request in which Arizona, as one of six
cooperating libraries, will receive nearly $100,000 to fund cooperative
cataloging of the Wing Short Title Catalog on microfilm. Simultaneously,
the Lyle Wright cooperative project, which Arizona, through Sue Tyner,
can justly claim major credit for organizing and completing, is winding
to a close with more than 10,000 titles cataloged and available.

Arizona's status as a major information and service resource continues to
be demonstrated with yet another increase in interlibrary lending
statistics (see attached report). Although many collections could be
cited as major resources, a significant, yet often overlooked, collection
is located in terribly crowded quarters in the Music Building. Despite
having only six seats for patrons, the Music Collection staff and its
materials continue to serve daily the radio, TV and newspaper media of
Tucson; the commercial music community of Southern Arizona; and even
requests from such national agencies as NASA (to learn more about this
intriguing connection, check with the Music Collection staff). Another
collection with "clout" both locally and nationally is the photographic
and archival collection at the Center for Creative Photography. Its
stature can perhaps be measured by the fact that although not yet
completed, a fund-raising campaign to build a $k million building is
virtually assured of success this year and has attracted major private
and institutional donors from across the country.

The Library Administration receives frequent and regular letters, notes,
phone calls and other forms of communication bringing praise for superior
service and superior resources. This year, as has happened on other
occasions in the past, a senior faculty member returned from a research
leave at a major eastern institution and informed the University
Librarian that it was a great relief to be back in a "real" library.
Similarly, a visiting professor pronounced our resources in his specialty
(German philosopy) to be every bit as good as those at his home campus
(one of the libraries in the top ten, in size, in the nation).



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

This year staff vacancies have been a problem exacerbated by the fact
that several positions in the library were held open during part or all
of two previous years in order to offset budget reductions. The six month
"window" for early retirement then contributed several surprise vacancies
leaving virtually no department untouched by shortages. Some turnover is
natural, even good (for obvious reasons), but a vacancy rate of nearly 25
per cent annually among the professional librarians is too much. It is
true that not all resignations can be attributed to salary problems, but
even as this report is being drafted yet another librarian has resigned
to take a position in a Big Ten library at a salary that Is more than 25
per cent higher than we can pay. Four years ago a salary adjustment
package for librarians that involved less than $30,000 helped make us
competitive in the national marketplace where we recruit. All that
benefit has now melted away and something must be done soon to make
librarians' salaries more appropriate to the size of the institution and
the training, experience and education which we demand during our
recruitment.

Space, space, space and more space! Libraries are voracious consumers of
space, but it is to be noted that except for those collections housed in
the main library (now seven years old), no added space has been provided
for any of the crucial space needs mentioned in previous annual reports.
The Music Collection, with six chairs for users, could be termed a joke
if the situation were not so sad. The Documents Department, its space
plans of 1972-3 predicated on the notion that by 1980 virtually all
government documents would be available in microform, has already made
major adjustments in the new building and MUST have additional stack
space within 1-2 years. Special Collections, once a slow-growing, mostly-
regional resource has, with the growth and research orientation of this
university in the past two decades, taken on an enlarged roll, and
collection growth, projected more than ten years ago, has more than
doubled expectations. It is the ONLY collection storage space in the
entire state that can be described as adequately controlled for heat,
light and moisture. Even the completion of a building for photography
will not help other space needs since that collection Is in leased space,
much too expensive to use for storage.

Although faculty, staff and student numbers at the University have not
changed dramatically in recent years, pressure for library services has
mounted. Continuing increases in reference questions asked at virtually
all public services points (see statistics) have been made worse by
demands for online search services (not avaIlable at all prior to 1980),
by added demands due to better resources, by increased use of' non-
university citizens (there are more than 50,000 users in our Special
Borrower file), and by Increased processing loads due to acquisitions
rates rising faster than staffing to handle them. Major staffing needs:
automation and systems, new building for CCP, folklore archivist, library
instruction program, science-engineering reference, media and hardware
technician.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

To complete funding and break ground for a new building for the Center
for Creative Photography.

To pull the committee reports for an online catalog together into a
single document that both demonstrates need and spells out the conditions
under which an online catalog and integrated processing system for
Arizona will serve all our users.

To find funding for the major renovations and additions to existing space
such as the crying need for new elevators in the Science Engineering
Library; the provision of adequate power sources so that the numerous
computers and terminals of the near future can be installed; and the
provision of adequate space for Music, Documents, Media, Library Science,
Folklore and Special Collections as well as the other resource
collections with storage problems.

To work for funding of competitive salaries for career staff as well as
professional librarians.

In one of the reports attached to this one, the Head Media Librarian
suggests that the computer may very well be an analog for Gutenberg's
printing press; not a revolutionary idea, but a concept filled with
future drama. The book printed from moveable type is nearly 550 years old
and counting. A bold person might even suggest it is here to stay! The
electronic storage device for information in some forms and in some
settings known as the computer is newer, but a bold person might predict
that it is equally permanent. Given the sometimes dichotomous pressures
of these two inedia, the one cool the other hot, the Library must set as
its goal the maintenance of service in all those traditional ways still
in heavy demand by users along with the accomplishment of all the
activities established for it by the report of the Working Group on
Library Automation and Information Storage, Retrieval and Access.
Obviously this is not a one-year future goal, rather it is the basic
description of the direction to proceed. Eventually the Library's
function may become a path, a paved road, even a multi-lane thoroughfare;
just now it looks a bit like a cross-country hike through uncharted
territory.
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COLLECTION RESOURCE STATISTICS

Added Withdrawn

1983/811

Total
1982/83 1983/811 1983/811 6/30/814

BOUND VOLUMES

Monographs 53,637 979

Serials 25,330 956

TOTAL 1,611,111 78,967 1,935 1,688,1113

GOVERNMENT
DOCUMENTS

Depository 22,165

Non Depository 11,707

TOTAL 8118,066 26,872 7,688 867,250

MICROFORMS

Microfilm 82,1151 2,659 1

Microfiche 1,888,832 193,892 1,580

Microcard 160,331 1132

TOTAL 2,131,6111 196,983 1,581 2,327,016

M&PS 177,118 8,010 67 185,061

MEDIA

Phonorecords
(Music) 211,11911 281 211,775

Other
(Media Center) 82,1190 3,1811 332 85,3112

TOTAL 106,9811 3,1165 332 110,117

MISIC

Sheet Music 25,3311 7711 111 26,067

TOTAL HOLDINGS 11,900,227 310,305 11,61111 5,198,888



CENTER FOR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY

ANNUAL REPORT - 1983-84

SUNNARY

The 1983-84 fiscal year was the most successful year of the Center's history in
terms of financial support from sources other than the University. During the

past year, we received $161,478 in federal grants, $211,000 in corporate grants,
and $750 in state grants for a total of $373,228.00. The cumulative total of

grants received by the Center since 1977 is $947,888.00. Among the major gran-

ting agencies during this fiscal year were Polaroid Foundation and Corporation,
BankAmerica Foundation, and the U. S. Department of Education. Total gifts of

works to the Center's collections during this year amounted to 16,636 photo-
graphs valued at over $1,500,000.00. The majority of this gift total is repre-
sented by the Garry Winogrand collection given just a few months before his death.

The Center organized eighteen exhibitions for its own galleries, one exhibition
in Phoenix, and two nationally/internationally traveling exhibitions. Individual

museum loans from our collections and traveling exhibition loans to other insti-

tutions went to such museums as the Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington DC;
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art; Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles;
Philadelphia Museum of Art; Museum of Fine Arts, Houston; and museums in Italy,
Mexico, and Spain. Researchers at the Center came from all over the U.S. and
the world including New York, Washington DC, New Jersey, Oregon, California,
Pennsylvania, Japan, Sweden, and Germany. Works from the Center's collections
were reproduced by dozens of institutions and publishers including DNP of Japan,

MacMillan, Yale University Press, New York Graphic Society, and CBS Network.

This extraordinary activity representing all of the Center's programs, inclu-
ding research, teaching (Art Department classes are taught regularly at the
Center.), and community service was further enhanced by the Center's publica-
tion program, which included the release of two issues of our scholarly journal,
The Archive, a double-volume monograph, several collection guides and an up-
dated cataloging manual for other institutions. We also published one poster,
nine exhibition announcements, and four exhibition checklists. In recognition

of the quality of the Center's publications, the American Association of
Museums gave the Center an Award of Distinction for Scholarly Journals for
The Archive.

While these accomplishments are significant for the Center, it must also
be noted that all of our programs are functioning under reduced capacity,
including the temporary elimination of some services such as regular traveling
exhibitions, due to a lack of sufficient staff, budget cuts, and an overcrowded

facility.
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MAJOR STRENGTHS

The Center continues to be able to attract national and international support
for its programs in spite of a reduced ability to maintain previous standards
of activity. This applies to financial support as well as use of existing
programs by the public, students, and scholars. While space problems have
become acute for both staff work areas and collection storage and processing,
we have been able nevertheless to produce significant collection finding aids
and guides to make the collections more accessible; to publish a broad range
of books for a diverse audience, and to generate minimal additions to the
collections. The latter is, of course, at an end until a new building can
be built. The staff continues to perform admirably under the most adverse
conditions in every regard.

Every member of the registration/cataloging and archive staff also gave
public lectures or tours to the public. Three staff members also received

significant recognition as follows:

Nancy Solomon: Re-elected President of the Tucson Association of Museums.

Terence Pitts: Appointed book review editor for the quarterly, Picturescope.
Received a National Endowment for the Arts research fellowship to work for one
month in Paris, France. Delivered two papers at the Public Archives of Canada

and at the meeting of the Western History Association.

James Enyeart: Elected lifetime honorary member of the American Photographic
History Association, New York. Elected member of International Advisory Board,

Houston Foto Fest. Appointed member of committee for Governor's Arts Award.
Appointed member of President's Council for Cultural Enrichment, University
of Arizona. Published essay in catalogue for Aaron Siskind exhibition,
Museum of Contemporary Art, Milan, Italy. Author of monograph, Edward
Weston's California Landscapes, New York Graphic Society. Contributing

author, Edward Weston Omnibus, Peregrine Smith Books. Lectured at the

Cleveland Museum of Art and to University of Arizona Foundation luncheons
in Tucson and Phoenix. Also spoke to several service organizations in both
cities.
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MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The major problems that continue to plague the Center relate to an inadequate

facility and insufficient staff. Because several staff members have in the

past been temporarily funded by grants raised from corporations and federal

agencies while awaiting the University's assistance in formally funding the

positions, our regular operations have been endangered from year to year.
This past year we lost the funding for our exhibitions curator and one cata-

loger, which has had enormously bad effects on both student and public programs.

The time has passed when the Center can be staffed on a hit and miss grant
basis and the University must consider making several positions available to

the Center immediately and for the operation of the new Center building.
If no new positions are added in the coming year, then both the Center's

reputation and its regular academic programming will suffer in quality.

Totally inadequate space has dictated that the Center cease its active
acquisitions program, which will have the same disasterous results as if

the library stopped purchasing books. Only a new facility can remedy the

situation and the capital fund campaign continues to progress. Additionally,

the death of Ansel Adams means that the remainder of his life's work and

his complete archive will be moved to the Center over the next several

months. This has placed an enormous burden on already overcrowded and
inadequate storage facilities. This most important archive cannot be
absorbed without moving some other aspects of the Center's collections out

of the current facility. We are trying to locate space to lease as a tem-

porary measure until the new building is completed. Also, a large amount

of additional shelving will have to be purchased and installed, causing more

crowding in an already dangerous situation.

Lastly, the Center's budgets for purchase of photographs and books remain

disasterously below what was allocated in 1981-82. Even with the current

staff and space problems, such budget cuts spell the death of a quality

Institution. It is inadvisable to rely on gifts alone, which would eventually

mean a loss of stature in the field and ineffectiveness both academically and

publicly. Acquisition funds to not have to be used for adding new works to

an already cripp1d preservation program, but can and should be used to con-

vert long term loans to purchase. This temporary focus for acquisition

funds for both books and photographs can improve the quality of the Center's

holdings without adding to the present space problem.
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FUTURE PLANS

Immediate plans call for moving the Ansel Adams Archive from his home in
Carmel, California to the Center and then solving the resulting need to find
additional space. Some relief will be achieved when one-half of the Center's
main gallery is closed and temporary walls are built to convert the space to
storage and processing space in late October.

The Center also remains deeply involved in a fund-raising campaign to
build a new facility, and plans call for construction to begin in early
spring, 1985.

We will continue to request additional staff from the University and will,
when possible, provide temporary staff through grants. Even though various
programs may be erratic as a result, we will continue with an active publishing
and exhibition program.



GRANTS RECEIVED 1983-1984

National Endowment for the Arts: Museum Catalogue.

Publication of complete listing of print collection.

$12, 500

National Endowment for the Arts: Special Exhibitions.

"Photography in the American Grain."

$10, 000

National Endowment for the Arts: Utilization of Museum

Collections.
"Decade By Decade," a semi-permanent teaching exhibition and

catalog covering the history of photography in this century.

$40, 000

Department of Education: Strengthening Research Library Resources.

Organization of manuscript collections.

$98, 978

Arizona Commission on the Arts: Lecture Series.

$750

Polaroid Foundation: Fellowship Funds.
Stipends for Polaroid Fellows for three years.

56,000

BankAinerican Foundation.
Edward Weston Centennial Exhibition.
S154, 000

Tucson Cable Commission Corporation.
Video equipment purchase support.

S 10,000

Polaroid Corporation
Publication support
$20, 000

Polaroid Corporation.
Intern Support.
Sb, 000

University of Arizona Centennial Committee.

Polaroid 20 X 24 exhibition and publication.

$11,000



EXHIBITS 1983-1984

Main Gallery

Paul Anderson and William Mortensen

ESPEJO: Views of Contemporary Mexican-American Life

Marion Palf i

Aspects of Family

Brett Weston, 1928-1983

Two New Archives: Mitchell Payne and Stephen Sprague

Edward Steichen: Portraits from the Joanna Steichen Bequest

Edouard Boubat: "Hindsights"

Rodchenko, Bauhaus, thnbo

Contemporary

Thomas Cooper Steven Strom

Robert Fichter Joe Deal

Graciela Iturbide Joan Lyons

Sandra Haber Denny Moers

Other Locations

Galleria, The Arizona Bank, Phoenix - Paul Caponigro
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I. SUMMARY: 1983-1984 CRO

CRO STAFF: Traditionally CRD has been fairly stable, but this year was

the exception. John McKay, one of our Humanities librarians, moved to

Special Collections, and a search is in progress. Carol Linghatn-Moore

has filled this position on a part-time temporary basis. Gloria Avillar,

our excellent Head of Interlibrary Loan, left to join the Cancer Research

Center and has been ably succeeded by Jeanne Voyles. Rebecca Kellogg,

head of CED, became Associate Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.

Her leadership and direction will be sorely missed. Ruth Dlckstein has

assumed the duties of Acting Head, and Lois Olsrud is resuming the

position of Assistant Department Head. Despite these changes the

members of the department have continued to provide a high level of

service.

REFERENCE DESK: The reference desk was staffed 230 hours/wk. The nuinber

of questions answered were 113,315. This represents an increase of 5%

(Appendix A). Random sampling of 100 days were used. The quality of

reference transactions was analyzed, as CRD participated in a study of

reference service conducted by librarians from Ohio State University.

Out of 17 academic libraries in the study, CRD achieved the top score.

In an attempt to further improve our service, a procedure for follow-up

of "unanswered questions" has been initiated.

COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT AND ROOM CHANGES: .1063 new pieces were added to

the collection. The increasing variety of torinats is improving our access

to information, but also making it more difficult to keep up with the

changes. Besides the traditional card catalog and reference materials

in book form, CRD contains reference information in two different

tnicroforinatS and on three computer access systems. The Ready Reference

bookshelves were separated, improving access to the index table

area, and the collection itself reorganized. The change from paper

phone books to Phonefiche has allowed more space for the statistics and

business materials and has relieved the congestion around the reference

desks. The most dramatic change has been the closing of the Old Card

Catalog and the creation of the New Catalog. CRD's brainstorming

committee planned and supervised all of these changes. Their work is

much appreciated.

INDEXING: The 1980, 1981, and 1982 issues of the Arizona Daily Star

Index were printed and copies sold to libraries and organizations all

over Arizona. Indexed by Bonnie Hintztnan, this continues to be the only

Arizona newspaper index being published. With the editing assistance

of Bruce Parsil, the work of printing earlier years continues. The

Arizona Index under the supervision of Virginia Rice is now including

approximately 28 titles. Indexing continues by Bruce Parsil and, new

this year, David Robrock. The latest shipment of the index is being

mailed to subscribers in June.

CRD: A new Geac terminal has finally arrived in A210 which will be of

considerable assistance to Christy Taylor-Parsil in her invaluable work

as CRD Technical Services liaison.



SUMMARY: CONTD.

ONLINE SEARCHING: 1048 searches completed of which 294 were Ready

Reference; a 51% increase. This reflects a heavy burden shared by the

searching librarians as the administrative responsibilities of being

Acting Department Head and CARS coordinator made it difficult for

Ruth Dickstein and Craig Hawbaker, respectively, to continue their

active role as searchers. Maria Hoopes and Lois Olsrud received

training by BRS and this should help in equalizing the online

searching load.

ORIENTATION/INSTRUCTION: 287 sessions were given; a 16% increase. A

total of 31 new bibliographies were developed for the instructional

sessions and 12 revised. (Appendix B). The Library Instruction

Librarian has begun to observe some of the sessions and meets afterward

to discuss instructional techniques with the presenter. This is part

of an ongoing attempt to critique and improve instruction.



II. STRENGTHS: 1983-1984

While the physical layout of CRD is attractive and the 40,000 volume

collection is solid, the strength of the department continues to be

its staff. They are involved in continuous ongoing education programs,

have a coinmittment to the university and library activities, and

provide outstanding service to library users. The Ohio State study

(see Summary) noted that CRD "was consistently excellent across all

categories." CRD members continued to be heavily involved in Library

and University committees chairing 7 library committees and one

University Committee, and also participating in over 16 other

committees.

PAUL BARTON served as chair of the Library Promotion and Tenure

committee and was a member of the LFA Salary Study Committee; was a

respected member of FLAC; participated in the Online Catalog study

of retrospective conversion.

SARA BROWNMILLER chaired CARS Education and Training, the CRD Brain-

storming Committee, and the LSA Ad Hoc Committee on Unions; presented

a paper at the Online Update Preconference at ASIA; serves on the

search committee for Head of CRD.

EDlE FERRELL is co-chair of the Conflict Studies Steering Committee;

editor of Reference Courier, a newsletter designed to inform faculty

and graduate students from Political Science, Sociology, and Geography

about the library; received training in QUESTEL Social and Behavioral

Databases; participated in work of the Staff Development Committee.

CRAIG HAWBAKER served as CARS coordinator; organized and spoke at the

Online Update Preconference at ASIA; published "Online Bibliographic

Searches in Report Writing Courses," with James Suchan in the Journal

of Advanced Composition, (Winter, 1982); published "Tools of the

Trade: How to Build a Business Library," with Rosalie Carroll in

the 1983 APME Report; served on the Online Catalog Study committee;

is Secretary-Treasurer of ASIA College and University Division.

BONNIE HINTZMAN continued indexing the Arizona Daily Star, supervising

the printing, distribution and sale of the 1980, 1981, 1982 editions;

continues to publish quarterly updates of the index from the computer

database she is creating; serves on the search committee for the Head

of Central Reference.

MARIA HOOPES received BRS and DIALOG training; chaired the LFA

Affirmative Action Committee; chaired the Library's New Staff

Orientation Committee; will attend SALAN in June; is involved in the

Mexican American Studies and Research Center.

BARBARA MEGDAL is now trained on Wordstar and will continue to be

involved in the typing of the department's bibliographies; continues

to provide members with ongoing secretarial support; is the department's

expert in machinery repairs.

JUDY NIXON is the newly appointed chair of the Staff Development Com-

mittee; continues to review books for Library Journal; developed a

major bibliography on law materials; serves on the Orientation

Advisory Committee; helped develop the questions for the Library

Skills portion of the Writing Proficiency exam; published "Law and

the Undergraduate" in Reference Service Review, (Spring, 1984).



STRENGTHS: CONTD.

LOIS OLSRUD served on the Promotion and Tenure, Orientation Advisory,

and Peer Review Committees; was trained to perform BRS searches;

presented a paper "Using Student Assistants in the Library" at the

ALSA Mid-conference; was a judge for the finalists of the Virginia

H. Floyd Poetry Contest; resumed responsibilities of Assistant

Department Head.

BRUCE PARSIL serves on the Orientation Advisory Committee, revised

the library guide to the Mental Measurements Yearbook; developed

guides for Business, Magazine and National Newspaper Index, LLEA,

Philosopher's Index, and NUC Book Fiche; continues to index the

Arizona Index and edit backfiles of the Arizona Daily Star; continues

to supervise the weekly CRD desk schedule; was a member of the Online

Catalog Study Committee.

VIRGINIA RICE was promoted to Librarian; continued as active member

of the CARS Education and Training Committee; supervised the indexing,

copying, and distribution of the Arizona Index; served as a member

of the Peer Review Committee; published "Social Change: A Selective

Bibliography of Library Resources" in Teaching Social Change: Course

Designs, Syllabi and Instructional Materials published by the American

Sociological Association.

CHRISTY TAYLOR-PARSIL was given increased supervisory responsibilities

of CRD student assistants; continued to update SATP Training Manual

and CRD Policy and Procedures Manual; served on the Serials Committee

studying the Online Catalog; continued responsibility for the smooth

technical processing of CRD materials; developed new phone book

procedures to handle Phonefiche.

RUTH DICKSTEIN became Acting Head of CRD in January; received the

1984 Alumni Association Faculty Achievement Award; chaired the Hain

Library Graphics committee; continued as 'member of Faculty Senate,

Committee on Academic Procedures, and the Ad Hoc Committee on

Professional Service; is participating in a panel on the role of

the Women' s Studies Librarian at the National Wolnents Studies

Association annual convention.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The unavailability of funding for the four reclassifications that

have been approved for members of the career staff. The career staff

continues to work at levels beyond the levels for which they are being

compensated. It is much to their credit that they continue to do so,

but eventually morale will suffer.

An online office in Central Reference. Having the online office

on the 4th floor increases the duplication of searching manuals and

continues the necessity of librarians to schedule the terminal room

far in advance of doing the actual search. A searching room in CRD

would save time and allow for the quick unexpected search when the

terminal is free. It would also make small group instructional
demonstrations much easier to arrange.

All members of the CRD staff need to be trained to do Ready

Reference Searching. The CRD Ready Reference terminal is expected in

June. Patrons needing Ready Reference searches are now unable to have

them done immediately, as is done in the Science-Engineering Library, and

can arrange for them only when certain members of the department are at

the reference desk. These online databases are reference tools of a

different format and in order to provide good reference service at all

times, everyone who staffs the desk should be able to do this type of

searching.

The telephones at the reference desks continue to be a source of

frustration for the staff as well as Users who try to reach the reference

desk by phone and so frequently receive either a busy signal or a

recording that the lines are busy. It is apparent that the desk staff

cannot adequately handle phone questions at the same time they are

helping users in CRD. There needs tobe a study of alternatives that

might be available to alleviate this situation.

Access to titles in the major microform sets continues to be a

problem. It is hoped that the new microforms librarian will be able

to be of assistance here. How these titles will be handled in an

Online Catalog remains unanswered.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

To have a new Department Head who will give direction and support

to CRD;

To increase the CRD staff knowledge of the ways in which technology

is affecting reference service and make recommendations to incorporate

these changes into our reference service;

To have an online office built in CRD;

To thoroughly weed the Z collection to allow for the loss of shelf

space that will occur if the online office is built in CRD;

To identify indexes in the CRD stack collection that might be more

useful if in the Index Table area, and then if necessary, consider plans

for increasing the area for index tables;

To begin planning for the online catalog - its physical arrangement

in CRD, its effect on services, etc.



APPENDIX A

DIRECTION & REFERENCE STATISTICS

198 2/83
1983/84

Dir. Ref. Total Dir. Ref. Total1

July 1147 4642 5789 744 4619 5363

Aug. 1767 6285 8052 853 6572 7425

Sept. 1440 8797 10237 1553 10488 12041

Oct. 2459 9455 11914 1867 11062 12929

Nov. 1680 12690 14370 1524 13097 14621

Dec. 288 2232 2520 852 7386 8238

Jan. 682 4526 5208 194 6394 6588

Feb. 1783 10631 12414 1641 10449 12090

Mar. 1147 7891 9038 1163 9672 10835

Apr. 1235* 13032* 14267* 1002 9727 10729

May 682* 7502* 8184* 620 7285 7905

June 503 4680 5183 270 4281 4551

14813k 92363* 107276g 12283 101032 113315

% of Reference - 89%

1 These totals include Library Skills questions answered at

the reference desks. Of these, 438 were directional and

2618 were reference for a total of 3056.

* Corrected figures

All statistics are based on a random sampling of 100 days per

year.



APPENDIX B

BtBLIOGRAPHIES 1983-1984

PAUL BARTON
Architecture
Clothing and Dress
Drawing: History and Technique

Foreign Broadcasting

SARA BROWNMILLER
Physical Education: A Library Research Guide

Reading: A Guide to Resources (revised)

Testing: A Brief Guide to Library Sources

SARA BROWNMILLER and RUTH DICKSTEIN
Education Update: 1983

Special Education: A Guide to Resources

SARA BROWNMILLER and VIRGINIA RICE

Database Update

RUTH DICKSTEIN
History of Women and Work
Issues in Educating Mexican American Children

Recent Library Acquisitions in Higher Education, 1982-83

Women's Studies: Journals in the U of A Library

Community and Junior Colleges (revised)

Grant Money and How to Get It (revised)

An Introduction to Women's Studies (revised)

Women in American History (revised)

EDlE FERRELL
Geography: Sources of Information in the U of A Library

Social Welfare Policy
Urban Conflict
Gerontology: Sources of Information in the U of A Library

Economics of Aging (revised)
Social Gerontology (revised)
Conflict Resolution (revised)

CRAIG HAWBAKER, JUDY NIXON, and TOM WILLARD

Key Reference Sources For a Business Library

CRAIG HAWBAKER and JUDY NIXON
Business Writing: A Guide to Library Sources (considerably revised)

MARIA HOOPES
Latin American Political Science: Suggested Sources

Sources For Information on Mexican Americans in Government Documents

Spin-off s from James Watson's Double Helix

JUDY NIXON
Financial Ratios
Public Personnel
Law Books: A Core Collection of Federal Law Sources

Legal Research Materials (co-authored with Robert Mitchell)

Brief Business Bibliographies: Federal Law



LOIS OLSRUD
Poetry: Critical Sources
Thoreau: Sources of Criticism

Books in Print: A Guide to Sets In the UA Library
Library Sources and Services For Psychology Graudate Students (revised)

VIRGINIA RICE
The Economic History of Europe: A Selection of Library Resources

Sociology of the Southwest: A Selective List of Library Sources (revised)

Library Sources For Museum Studies: A Selective Bibliography (revised)



Jeanne F. Voyles
Head, Interlibrary Loan

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

INTERLIBRARY LOAN DEPARTMENT

TO THE HEAD OF CENTRAL REFERENCE

FOR THE YEAR 1983/84



I. SUMMARY

The Interlibrary Loan Department (ILL) is one of the major focii of

a research library. ILL continues to grow and expand each year. This

growth can be attributed to the support the department receives from

the Library and University Adminstration. ILL continues to maintain

and support the research of faculty, staff and students within the

university community.

One person in particular who has contributed to the advances and

progress of Interlibrary Loan is Gloria Alvillar. Gloria resigned in

January to move to a new position as Data Manager of the Skin Cancer

Research Center. Gloria was Head of Interlibrary Loan for three and

a half years. The flexibility, knowledge and dedication of the

Interlibrary Loan staff made my transition from Head of Reserve Book

Room much easier. Another great loss in the Interlibrary Loan

Department is Denise Shomon (LA II). She will be parting from the office

this June to pursue career opportunities in California. But as before

the Interlibrary Loan Department will adjust to these changes and

persist in providing the UAL patron with excellent service.

Our growth and excellent service reflects in our Borrowing and Lending

statistics. Both the Lending and Borrowing Sections continue to per-

form at high levels. The Lending and Borrowing Sections increased

slightly in their number of requests that were received. The fill

rate for the Lending Section was 53% and the fill rate for the

Borrowing Section was 89%. (appendix A)

We were fortunate this year to receive an upgrading of two positions.

Mina Parish and Janice Robrock were upgraded from a Library Assistant

I to a Library Assistant II. A new person was hired for the Library

Clerk II position in October, Paula Moxham. She brought with her ten year

of previous library experience. The Interlibrary Loan Department now

consists of one Library Assistant IV, three Library Assistant II

positions, one Clerk II position and ten student assistants.

Together we work as a team to assist our UAL patrons and other

Interlibrary Departments throughout the country.

The Interlibrary Loan Department is always investigating methods of

streamlining the workf low and expanding our services. Much of this can

be accomplished through the expansion of technology. Technologies

presently being investigated include micro-computers, telefacsimile

equipment, electronic mail and access of additional online data services.

If the Interlibrary Loan Department is to continue to progress and

move forward and support the research environment, advancements in

these areas must be continued.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The foremost strength that ILL possesses is its very knowledgable and

dedicated staff. Over the past year they have increased their knowledge

of Interlibrary Loan operations through OCLC/AMIGOS workshops, staff

development workshops within the library and resource sharing between

other Interlibrary Loan Departments. ILL was recognized this year

in a publication written by Curtis Schuh, a student, for their out-

standing service. The Interlibrary Loan staff assisted him in

obtaining information for the completion of this book.

Another strength which continues to expand is our accessability to

online data services. Whether it be for searching or requesting

Interlibrary Loan material. Those data services which we currently

make use of are OCLC, RLIN, and DIALOG.

The Center for Research Libraries has provided the UAL patron with

quick access to an extensive collection. Parts of the collection from

which Interlibrary Loan users most frequently submit requests are

foreign dissertations, newspapers on microfilm, foreign scientific

publications, and National Archive Microfilm Collection. Another service

CRL provides that is routinely utilized by ILL is Journal Access

Service (JAS). JAS enables ILL to request via a computer network

any article published by the British Library Lending Division (BLLD).

The BLLD holds one of the most extensive serials collections.

Without our continued membership in CRL, Interlibrary Loan could

not provide the University of Arizona research community with a high

caliber service.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

There are four areas of major concern which have imposed limitations

on the Interlibrary Loan Department. Those limitations being the

slowness of the U.S. postal service, the lack of an ILL procedure

and training manual, the lack of a second OCLC terminal and funding

unavailable which prevented the upgrade of the Library Clerk II position.

Presently a study is being conducted with ASIJ, NAU and the UA to de-

termine the amount of time it takes for a document to be delivered

between the three universities. If the average length of time is too

long then a courier service should be considered at least between the

three universities. Another consideration is the possibility of

transmitting photocopy requests via telefacsimile equipment. The

Library has formed a committee which consists of staff from the Tucson

Public Library and the University of Arizona Library. This committee

will be investigating the possibilities of telefacsimile.

Because of the increasing changes and complicated policies and procedures,

it was determined by the Head of Interlibrary Loan that a policy and

procedure manual be considered a top priority for the Summer of 1983.

Denise Shomon is presently in charge of this overwhelming project with

the assistance of the entire ILL staff. The final draft of the manual

will be completed by the end of June. After this manual is complete

an additional training manual will be written for student assistants.

The projected date for the completion of the student assistant manual

is August 15, 1984.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS CONTINUED

Access to one OCLC terminal within the Interlibrary Loan Department

makes it very difficult for both the Lending and Borrowing Sections to

complete their processing by the end of the work day. An OCLC M300 IBM

PC has been requested for the current year.

The Library Clerk II in ILL performs well beyond the normal responsibilities

of this position and at a high level. She continues to have a very

positive attitude. If the Library Clerk II position is not funded this

fiscal year it will certainly affect the morale of this individual and

ILL.

FUTURE PLANS

Research the use of telefacsimile equipment for the purpose of

expediting photocopy requests.

Exploration and selection of an electronic mail system to expedite

requests and to strengthen our communication between large and small

institutions.

Purchase of an OCLC M300 IBM PC to enhance and expand the efficiency

of ILL.

Participation in the development of an Arizona Union List of Serials.

This project has been funded and is in the beginning stages of

development.

Physical reorganization of the Interlibrary Loan Department in pre-

paration for additional equipment.

Continued staff development in areas such as expanded knowledge of

Central Reference resources and exposure to advancements in tech-

nologies.



Items borrowed: Original

Items borrowed: Photocopy

Items loaned: Original

Items loaned: Photocopy

INTERLIBRARY LOAN STATISTICS
1983/84

BORROWING:

Total requests received from UA patrons 5,362

Total requests filled
4, 793 (89%)

Total volume increased .09%

Fill rate increased .08%

(appendix A)

TOTAL REQUESTS PROCESSED
34,183

(.08% increase)

2,472

2,321
4,793

8,778

7,742
15,520

LENDING:

Total requests received
28,821

Total requests filled
15,520(53%)

Total volume increased .09%

Fill rate decreased .09%



GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS DEPARTMENT UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

ANNUAL REPORT
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SUMMARY

Personnel The department had to contend with significant staff shortages through

much of the year. My three-month absence last summer, Jayne Roorda's

departure in January and Armenette Christie's retirement in early May amounted to

nearly an entire person-year loss for the department. The round of internal promotions

touched off by our LA III vacancy is still in progress, and Armenette'S replacement

cannot be hired until the beginning of the 1984/85 fiscal year. Barring unforeseen

catastrophes, however, we should be fully staffed again when classes resume in the

fall.

Services and Processing Although departmental activity seemed more frantic than

usual this year, much of this can be attributed to staff

shortages rather than significant increases in user demand or volume of material

received. Preliminary estimates of reference service indicate a slight increase

over 1982/83, primarily in the area of library skills program assistance. Acquisi-

tions statistics will probably reveal further increases in the depository microfiche!

paper output ratio. Total receipts, however, will likely not vary much from last

year' s.

The department continued to add several hundred documents to the Geac data base

each month. In February, our circulation services were extended via procedures per-

mitting Loan Department staff to enter document records on the fly during hours

when thedocutnentS desk is not staffed. It has become increasingly apparent that

title and "subject" searches on Geac are alerting many library patrons to document

resources. While this is a very positive result per se, it has serious implications

for collection security and will certainly influence departmental participation in

the future online catalog. This issue is discussed in the following section on

departmental limitations.
OCLC/Geac linking of document records virtually ceased this spring, pending the

Catalog Department's reevaluation of library-wide policy in this area. The Documents

Department continues to receive monthly prirlDuts of all new records added to the loan

system, and will rely on these for input if and when linking is resumed.

The department's offering of printed congressional hearings from the 95th Con-

gress was finally released to depositories in April, and we have begun receiving

requests for individual titles. Hearings renaming after June 30th will be discarded

to make room for new titles published during the 99th Congress. Depository hearings

in microfiche format will be retained indefinitely.

Photocopy services to document (as well as other library) users have been ex-

panded, on an experimental basis, to include fiche duplication. Since very few

items in the collection have copyright restrictions, demand for such service is

potentially high. It is hoped that use will justify permanent acquisition of a

fiche duplicator by the library.

Acquisitions: Several important 1980 census tabulations in microfiche were acquired

this year: Summary Tape Files lA, 3A, 1C, and 3C; the Neighborhood

Statistics Program reports for the Tucson SMSA; the EEO Special Files for Arizona

and for Maricopa and Pima Counties; and school district data for districts in Pima

County. The department also received some 1,200 additional SCAN reports, and ac-

quired the 1982 and 1983 daily edition of the Congressional Record on microfiche.

Biweekly indexes for these years have been collated and bound, facilitating use

of the Record until its anual cumulatiOnS are published.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The department's principal strengths cortinue to reside in the depth of its col-

lections, and in the knowledge, expertise, and dedication of its staff. Other

significant strengths include its excellent physical facilities, extensive ser-

vice hours, and convenient location. Enhanced access to documents via records

in the loan data base continues to be an important new service and growing

strength of the department.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

This year's major problems can be categorized in three areas: staffing,

security, and space. Staff shortages since last summer resulted in temporary

limitations on the department's ability to meet service demands and cope with

increased GPO microfiche output. As mentioned earlier, this should be resolved

within the next month or two as internal promotions cease and Armenette's re-

placement is hired.
Ironically, enhanced accessibility of government documents through the loan

system has also increased the vulnerability of high-use items to loss through

theft and "misplacement." Missing item and replacement rates will be examined

during the coming months, possibly by Dr. Hernon's library planning course

students, to determine whether additional security measures are warranted. If

funds for more thorough tattle-taping of the collection are not available, the

department will need to reconsider its participation in future online access

systems.
Finally, growth in the federal collection since our last major reshelving

effort in 1981 is again approaching a critical point. Student shelvers are

having to make frequent small shifts now, and a recently completed shelf meas-

urement project indicates that major shifts will be required in approximately

1.2 to 1.5 years. Maximum functional shelving capacity will be reached in

three years. Alternatives for .expanding the documents stack area, and for

reconfiguring the reference and work areas as well, will be evaluated prior

to budget request determinations next spring.



FUTURE PLANS

The Documents Department will be involved in several new projects during

the 1984/85 fiscal year. Three areas of focus--staffing, collection security,

and space planning--have already been mentioned. Additional efforts will con-

centrate on defining the department's level of participation in the online

catalog, expanding ready-reference computer searching services for both

patrons and staff, and providing input to the forthcoming state plan for de-

pository library service.
To accomplish the first objective, documents staff will meet with the

Head Catalog Librarian and Ceac coordinator to formalize OCLC/Geac linking

procedures and to establish policies regarding inclusion of document records

in the future online catalog (and other library access and processing systems,

as appropriate).
Online search services available in the department will be expanded by

training all staff who provide reference service to do basic computer searches,

in accordance with guidelines recently approved by the library administration.

We plan to rely on Robert Mitchell and other experienced searchers in the CARS

group to provide as much of this training as possible.

A resolution calling for preparation of a state plan for depository library

service was adopted during the GPO Depository Librarians Workshop at the State

Library in March. Representatives from eight of the thirteen federal depository

libraries in Arizona will meet over the next several months to draft such a plan.

The draft is scheduled for presentation to ASIA at its annual conference next

December, and will be included in an overall state plan for library service

currently under consideration.

Cynthia E. Bower
Head Documents Librarian
June 5, 1984
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SUMMARY

The Library Instruction Program is in its ninth year at the University of Arizona

Library. Efforts have been made this year to maintain, evaluate and strengthen
existing programs and. to develop new services as needed.

Course-related bibliographic instruction sessions, general orientation sessions and

the Library Skills Program contInue to be the backbone of the Instructional program.
Instructional activities were directed to undergraduate and graduate students,

faculty members and. staff. We have continued our coimitnient to the community,
presenting orientation and instruction sessions for high schools, comoenunity colleges,

and civic groups.

The Library Instruction Department continues to coordinate with Lois Oisrud, CRD,

the English 102 instructional program. This Spring, the 71 classes were spread out

over a two month period to avoid student overcrowding in the Central Reference

area. A special effort was made to recruit library staff members who had not

participated in the past.

We continue to work with the University Composition Board in the administration

of the Library Research Proficiency Exam. Policies and procedures for the

administration, test scoring, recording, assessment and reporting of grades have

been developed and formalized. These areas have now been turned over to the

University Composition Board.

The workshop "Communicating Effectively with International Students" was developed

by the Library Instruction Department and Susan Johnston, Associate Director for

Composition for International Students. With the number of international students

increasing on our campus this workshop provided library staff members with special

training and orientation in cross-cultural communication.

Work began this year on the OMS Research Grant "Assessing the Instructional Needs

of Students in a Selected Scientific Discipline at the University of Arizona". Our

grant period began officially in January 198)4 and continues through December 198)4.

The purpose of this research project is to work with Faculty members on the

development, implementation and evaluation of a Library Instruction Program for

students. The process will serve as a model for other selected academic disciplines.

Six departments were selected for consideration and visitation. The final selection

of the Division of Wildlife, Fisheries, and Recreation Resources, School of

Renewable Natural Resources was made by grant project members, with recommendations

from the Science-Engineering staff. Our collaboration with Wildlife Faculty members

took the form of a series of small group meetings. A "working" model for the

instructional unit has been developed,and reviewed and approved by Wildlife Faculty

as part of the grant project.

A performance exam was developed to help validate the objective test instrument

used for the administration of the Library Research Proficiency Exam. The test was

developed by two members of the Library Instruction Advisory Committee and. two

grant project members. Participating students were chosen by random sample from

the pool of students who have taken the Library Research Proficiency Exam. The

results will assist us in refining our objective test instrument.

i



SUMMARY (coNT.)

The Library Instruction Department with Robert Mitchell of the Government Doci.nnents
Department, was responsible for the revision of the following publications: Guide
to the University of Arizona Library, Libraries of the University of Arizona, and
the departmental Library Information Guides.

A major objective of the Library Skills Program was the revision of the workbook.
This revision was extensive and included rewriting problem assignments, updating
information, adding new chapters, and incorporating new educational techniques and
theory into the Program. The 7th revised edition will place more responsibility
on the students but will also allow for a degree of individuality on the search
strater assignment. The possibility of having several versions of the workbook
directed toward. different subject areas has been tabled for the time being after
several discussions with liaison faculty from the English Department.

Concern for the effectiveness and relevance of the LSP search strater assignment
led to the development of "Topics" handouts which are meant to guide students
in choosing topics appropriate for an argumentative essay and narrowing these
topics so that they can be effectively researched in the Library.

2



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The major strengths of the Library Instruction Department continue to be the high.
level of support, participation, commitment, and skills which librarians and career
staff members bring to our programs.

Library Skills presentations and English 102 instructional sessions depend heavily
on staff participation. It was especially encouraging this year to have many new
staff volunteers attend the training workshops and go on to present instructional
sessions.

Librarians and career staff members show a strong interest in adding to their
instructional background and strengthening their instructional skills. Staff members

from departments throughout the University Library attended workshops on: "Conceptual
Frameworks in Bibliographic Instruction", "Communicating Effectively with International
Students" and "Library Instruction for Faculty and Graduate Students".

At the request of librarians from Central Reference, the Library Instruction Librarian
began an evaluation of their instructional presentations. This is done on a request

basis and is designed to assess such areas as presenting, explaining, organizing and.
recognizing student needs.

Graduate Library School students have become increasingly involved in our programs.
Students have been trained to do LSP presentations, English 102 instructional
programs and orientation tours for high school and community groups. Because

bibliographic instruction is not a part of their formal curriculum, involvement in
our programs provide students with practical introduction to Library Instruction.

The Library Instruction Advisory Committee continues to monitor and improve the
Library's Instructional Program. Members have made significant contributions
to the program which include: development and an-inistration of the Performance
Exam and participation in the LSP Workbook revision.

Central Reference Department, the Science-Engineering Library and department heads
from several branch libraries also contributed time and enerr to the revision of

the workbook. The staff of the SEL was especially helpful in haimuering out a
completely new chapter on their Library.

We are able to draw on the resources provided by the academic community as wefl.
Peter Hernon of the Graduate Library School has been our consultant to the development
of our performance test and the analysis of our results. His expertise has been of

great assistance.

The workshop "Communicating Effectively with International Students" was done in
collaboration with Susan Johnston, Associate Director for Composition for
International Students. Her knowledge and insights were invaluable. Also of

assistance were staff from the International Students Office and the Center for
English as a Second Language.

Members of the Library Instruction Department have the opportunity to contribute to

the body of knowledge in instruction. Karen Williams, Assistant Library Instruction
Librarian,wrote the chapter "Planning a Library Workshop", in the Bibliographic
Instruction Clearinghouse: A Practical Guide. She also produced the subject index

for this publication due to appear in June. Louise Greenfield, Library Instruction
Librarian, will be a featured speaker at the ALA conference program of the ACEL
Science and Technolor section in June, l981.

3



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The major limitations of the Library Instruction Program continues to be the lack of

a full-time clerical position. The Department now relies on part-time student

assistants. It is suggested that a full-time clerical position be created to serve

both the overall Library Instruction Program and the Library Skills Program. Library

Office staff have agreed to place on the word processor bibliographies which must

be revised frequently. Departments are doing their own typing of other instructional

bibliographies.

The major limitation of the Library Skills Program will always be its large size.

With more than 3000 students per year completing the Program it is impossible to

give individual attention to each. To remedy this problem Desk Assistants now receive

more training before being placed on the Library Skills Desk and desk hours have

been increased slightly during peak times. The search strategy assignment has also

been rewritten in the 7th edition to allow students to design a strategy which will

best suit their chosen topics. The Assistant Library Instruction Librarian keeps

regular office hours each semester to help students who have problems with the Program.

These changes will not solve the size problem, but hopefully will lessen it to some

extent.



FUTURE PLANS

5

Instruction Department will continue to coordinate the overall Library
Program for the University of Arizona Library, Including publications,
instructional support materials and organization of statistics. We will
collaborate with library staff and faculty members to develop, implement,
redesign course related instructional units as identified.

Successful completion of the OMS grant, "Assessing the Instructional Needs of Students
In a Selected Scientific Discipline at the University of Arizona" is a high
departmental priority. Specific goals include: validation of the objective test
instrument; development, implementation and evaluation of an instructional program
for students in the Division of Wildlife, Fisheries, and Recreation Resources;
development of a model of' this process for use in other selected academic disciplines;
and use of the results of the grant project to explore goals of the Library Skills
Program, and direction for upper level instructional programs. The grant should be
completed by December, l981.

The Department plans to present the workshop "Communicating Effectively with
International Students" to other audiences. The workshop has been selected as a
preconference for ASLA in December, 19811.

The Library Instruction Department will continue to work with the University
Composition Board in the acbnnIstration of the Library Research Skills Proficiency
Exam. Analysis of the data collected from this exam could be helpful in planning
and evaluating library instructional directions.

The Department will explore the idea of providing a formal Library Instruction
Program to U of A faculty members. We will examine this question with library staff
members and administration and determine what directions we might take.

During the Fall 19811 semester the Library Skills Program will implement and assess
the 7th edition of the LSP Workbook. Further refinement and revision may be
necessary during the Spring 1985 semester.

The Library
Instruction
s che duling,

continue to
assess, and
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I. SUMMARY

The Center's fieldwork has continued, with emphasis placed on
Mexican American ballads and religious sculpture; Ukrainian
woodcarving; and cowboy poetry. The archive is up to date, with
reorganization of older material continuing.

The Center co-sponsored three folk art exhibitions this year:
Glittering Recuerdos: Glass Painting Traditions í Magdalena,
Sonora (Nogales: The Pimeria Alta Historical Society, 9/83-3/84);
Images .j Belief: Traditional Religious Art in Four Communities

in Arizona and Sonora (Tucson: The Arizona State Museum, 10-
11183); and Celebrating .a Heritage: The Traditional Arts Ql
Tucson's Ukrainian american .Cinunity (Tucson: The Union
Gallery, 4-5/84). The last exhibition was accompanied by a 12
page booklet of the same name, our first publication. We also
sponsored a Papago old-time fiddle competition, produced a short
videotaped interview with a Ukrainian woodcarver, and presented a
three day workshop in Show low on Folk Artists in Education. In

addition, we produced the tenth annual edition of the widely
acclaimed festival, Tucson 11eet Yourself, and co-sponsored an
Irish Music concert, the Southern Arizona Piper's Col lege, and
the showing of a film on Finnish-American folklife.

In the realm of consulation, we assisted the National Park Service
with festivals at Tumacacori Coronado and Ft. Bowle National
Monuments, and responded to requests for a wide range of
information concerning Arizona folklore and folk arts. Finally,

director Griffith gave over 25 public lectures on aspects of
Arizona folklore and folk art.



I I. MAJOR STRENGTHS

Our major strength is the high quai ity and dedication of our paid

and volunteer staff. In 1982/3 i reported that staff was working

to capacity; they exceeded that performance this past year.

Our travelling exhibition of Afro-American quilts from Pinal

County has been requested for a years travel in Oregon; our

Magdalena Glass Painting exhibition has been accepted as a
travelling show under the auspices of the Arizona Commission on

the Arts. The same organization invited director Griffith to
service on Its Festivals panel in May 1984.



Ill. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Our major limitation remains precisely what it was last year:

shortage of paid staff, and specificai ly the lack of a trained,

full-time archivist. We are keeping up with recent acquisitions

in the Archive; unfortunately, older material is in some danger of

deteriorating. There are limits to what two and half people can

do.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

In October we will produce the eleventh edition of Tucson Meet

Yourself. We will also be working towards a November 1985
exhibition on the traditional arts associated with death in Ambos,

Nogales. We will also work with a region-wide Cowboy Poetry
project being organized by the Institute of the American West in

Sun Valley, Idaho. Smaller projects and consultations will
doubtless arise.

I
foresee a gradual shift of emphasis from our present widely

scattered approach to a concentration on the folklore and folk

arts of two traditional, local communities: Mexican Americans and

cowboys. This will not be a complete change of direction but as a
change in emphasis it should last two or three years. It is in

response to a perceived urgency for the recovery of traditional

lore in these two rapidly changing segments of our population.
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1. SUMMARY

In writing this statement I will report both from the perspective of the

Associate University Librarian and Acting Assistant University Librarian

for Public Services, with emphasis being given to the latter assignment.

Fiscal i98 was another year tilled with achievements for the Public

Services Division. With few exceptions service levels increased over

the previous year; several studies were undertaken in an attempt to

provide impetus for further improvements in service; and a number of

existing programs were either enhanced or streamlined.

The computer continues to be a major influence on information services.

Unfortunately, this is a mixed blessing because on the one hand

reference is being expanded and improved, but on the other the struggle

to stay current with all the latest software and hardware developments

leaves us all frustrated. Given limited financial resources,
considerable planning must precede any purchase - only to discover that

yesterday's latest is today's dinosaur. Still, progress Is being made

and our programs rank with those of any other ARL library.

As part of phase one of its planned building renovations the
Science/Engineering Library has a new online searching office on its

main floor, thereby improving both visibility and access. A cooperative

project has been initiated with the Chemistry and Biochemistry
departments to provide "end-user" access to faculty and graduate

students in those departments and to jointly share the costs of those

kind of specialized information. By late summer of 198k, S/EL, Central

Reference and Documents will all have ready-reference terminals
available at their reference desks, thus enabling them to provide faster

responses to many questions. The Music Library will soon be the proud

owner of four Apple micros to be used for Computer-Assisted Instruction

by the School of Music. The Media Center plans to acquire a beginning

collection of microcomputer diskette programs and hardware stations for

user access to those programs in the coming year.

Certainly, the traditional library services were not ignored during the

past year. The number of reference questions answered increased from 5%

to 10% depending on the location. CRD participated in a study of the

quality of reference service conducted by librarians from Ohio State

University. Out of 17 academic libraries in the study, CRD scored the

highest. In a successful effort to improve access to an important

resource, Special Collections increased the acquisitions of state,

county and municipal documents, organized the documents backlogs and

developed a documents newsletter. Library Instruction has made great

progress on their ARI.. Office of Management Studies grant "Assessing the

Instructional Needs of Students in a Selected Scientific Discipline at

the University of Arizona." The purpose of the project is to work with

faculty members on the development, implementation and evaluation of a

Library Instruction Program for students.

My failure to mention the Oriental Studies Collection, Maps, and Library

Science in the above summary should not reflect negatively on those

departments. The members of their staffs along with those of the other

Library Public Services Departments continue to provide the same quality

service the U. of A. faculty and students have grown to expect. It has

been another year of accomplishments.



2. STRENGTHS

"Outstanding people, fine service, and great collections." This is a

quote from a previous annual reporte but is as true today as it was

then. We are indeed fortunate to have a hard-working, intelligent

staff. The quality of their work is reflected in the high status they

have on this campus. The complaints we receive are in the form of

requests for expanded services, not gripes about current ones.

We lost Mary Blakeley, Rebecca Kellogg, Ralph Espenshade and Chris

Sherratt and added Charlene Morse and Jim Minton. Linda Cottreil and

Ruth Dickstein served ably as Temporary Acting Heads of Maps and Central

Reference respectivelY once again illustrating the depth of our talent.

There were staff shortages at one time or another in every departmeflt

but the intensity and commitment was always increased to fill in the

gaps.

At the same time, participation on committees and at conferences on

campus, and nationally, continued at a high level. For example, Ruth

Dickstein was recognized by the Alumni Association with a i98 Faculty

Achievement Award, Chris Ziegler was selected as an intern for the

summer of 1983 by the Library of Congress Map Division, and Kathy Wirtz

served as President of the Library Staff Association. Most of the

department heads included a listing of staff activities with their

reports. They are impressive.

I want to make special mention of the contribution made by department

heads. Although they have always deserved major credit for "running"

the Library, this year they added to their achievements by being both

the force behind the formation of the University Library's Planning

Council and the glue that assured the Council's first year success.

Their ability to confront and resolve difficult issues means this

Library will prosper in the future, just as it has in the past.



3. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Music, Media, Special Collections, and Documents all have space

problems. In fact, in the case of Music, the situation is so serious

that it is now a running joke among the Library staff. A Library with

one patron chair, ridiculous. It is time this University took the needs

of its Fine Arts faculty and students seriously. All these departments

will soon be forced to convert user stations into stacks, certainly not

a desirable situation.

Some departments are seriously understaffed. The burgeoning
Instructional Program and the continuing demand for online searching

adds to the pressures placed on all public service areas. At the same

times the traditional reference services have not abated. It would be

foolhardy to suggest that the answer is simply to place a hold on any

future service erthanoemerits, since the Library must provide access to

all forms of information. Any decrease in service will mean we are not

meeting the instructional and research demands of the University. The

Library's recent "decision package" requests for fiscal 1986 gave high

priority to staffing for the Science/Engineering Library and Library

Instruction. Failure to approve these requests will have a detrimental

effect on the quality of education at the University of Arizona.

The Library's career staff have suffered through almost an entire year

waiting for their approved reclassifications to be funded. A personnel

disaster! The University needs to fine tune its reclass system and

proceed with a market comparison of career staff salaries. We have many

talented staff members and they should be encouraged to continue theIr

careers here at the University.



1L FUTURE PLANS

To assure that the transition to the new Library organization goes

smoothly.

Through the Libraryts Planning Council, finalize long-range space plans

for Documents, Music, Media, Maps, and Special Collections.

To continue planning for a public access online catalog.

To investigate the feasibility of having the Central Services Division

participate in an ABL sponsored Public Service Study.

To complete a study of telefacsimile capabilities particularly as they

relate to ILL. activities.

To investigate microcomputer applications for end-users.

To monitor the performance of online searching under the new
organizational structure, i.e. without a CARS Coordinator, and make

necessary adjustments.

To successfully implement version k.3 of the GEAC circulation system.
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SUMMARY

The Computer Assisted Reference Service (CARS) performed fewer

searches in 83/84 than the year before, the first decrease since its

inception in 1977. Searchers conducted searches for faculty, staff,

stùdents, community users, and businesses, a decrease of % over 82/83
(see Appendix A).

This decrease may be attributed to the new ready reference

service wé are providing. Searchers performed ready reference searches

for our users during 83/84 (see Appendix B). In the past, at least some

of these ready reference searches would have been performed as regular

(traditional) searches.

In addition to online searching, CARS searchers wrote journal

articles, worked with faculty members on innovative programs, etc. These

highlights are mentioned under the MAJOR STRENGTHS section of this report.

Ruth Dickstein resigned in June 1983 as Chair of the Education

and Training Committee in order to become Assistant Department Head of

Central Reference. Sara Brownmiller was then appointed to this position.

Due to a major planned reorganization in the University Library,

the duties and responsibilities of the CARS Coordinator will be distributed

among the heads of the three departments. The duties and responsibilities

of the Education and Training Committee Will continue.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

Although we were sorry to see Ralph Espenshade and Chris Sherrett

depart, we were pleased to welcome three new searchers. Charlene Morse,

formerly the Chief Reference Librarian at the Lockheed California Company,

specializes in engineering and applied science databases. Maria Hoopes,

who received both BRS and DIALOG training this year, emphasizes social

science databases. Lois Olsrud, trained in BRS, searches the ERIC,

Psychinfo, Dissertation Abstracts, and Religion Index databases.

These three new searchers, combined with the dedication and vast

experience of the other twelve veteran searchers, constitutes the major

strength of CARS.

This personnel is further stregthened by the addition of career

staff ready reference searchers (see Appendix C). Their new skills and

knowledge insure that a more uniform level of service is offered at the

reference desks. Debbie Smith and Bruce Parsil have already received basic
DIALOG training.

In order to keep abreast of the rapidly changing online field,

CARS searchers attended a multitude of vendor, producer, and in-house

workshops throughout the year. A listing of these events is provided in

Appendix D. Some of these workshops were planned and/or presented by the

CARS Education and Training Committee (Sara Brownmiller, Chair; Jeannie

Pfander; Virginia Rice).

Craig Hawbaker and Doug Jones planned the successful AOLUG "Online

Update" Preconference at ASLA. Over thirty searchers from throughout

the state attended. Speakers included Sara Brownmiller, Ruth Dickstein,

Craig Hawbaker, Doug Jones, and Judy Nixon

Susanne Redaije has headed a project involving the Science searchers,

.the Chemistry Department, and the Biochemistry Department. The goal is

to improve chemical searching abilities and to increase the availability of

CAS Online to all researchers. CAS Online has made their database available

at a flat $500/month rate for unlimited searching.. The three month trial

involves end-user training and will be evaluated with the hope of future.

expansion. .

Doug Jones and Rodes Trautman (Associate Profesor in the Gráduate

Library School), with the assistance of Charlene Morse, are working on a

.2.



project to a) develop the necessary technical means to take advantage

of the power of the microcomputer for online searching and b) develop

an educatibnal module for introducing staff to online searching via a micro.

The CARS Publicity Committee (Ròbert Mitchell, Chair; Bob Mautner;

Judy Nixon; Craig Hawbaker, ex officio) revised several forms. In addition,

they prepared a questionnaire which is distributed to users who have a

search performed. The results of this questionnaire (see Appendix E) offer

overwhelming encouragement.

The new online office adjacent to the Science Reference Department

allows searchers more flexibility in scheduling, communicating, etc. This,

combined with the capabilities of the new IBM PC, greatly enhances the

future efforts of science searchers.

With the installation of three phone lines and jacks in A315, that

room is now used for online workshops and demonstrations in the Main Library.

The success of ready reference searching during the first half of

1983 resulted in a budget of $6,480 being appropriated for the 83/84 FY.

Therefore, we have been able to per(orm searches for users who might

therwise not have found the desired information.

An article describing this ready reference service hás been

accepted by RQ. 'Co-authors are Sara Brownmiller, Craig Hawbaker, Doug Jones,

and Robert Mitchell.

Craig Hawbaker also co-authored an article in the Jóurnal of

Advanced Composition entitled 0nline.Bibliographic Searches in Report

Writing Courses".

The revision of the billing form has been a definite asset through-

out thé year.

Three new vendors were added this year. They are CAS Online,

PergamonInfoline, and Questel. Each of these vendors gives us access

to new and unique databases.

.3.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Uploading and downloading via a microcomputer is quickly becoming

the norm for online searching. A micro is badly needed in the Main

Library for this purpose.

Searchers in the Main Library still must trek to the fourth floor

in order to perform a search. An online office in the Central Reference

Department would take care of the problem.

Ready Reference searchers in all three departments still use 300

baud terminals. This is both too costly and too time consuming.

Online instruction and demonstrations is a continuing problem.

A402 can accomodate only ten people comfortably. Although A315 is wired

for three telephones, it'is difficult to locate three instruments on a

given day. The monitor which we use for online demonstrations for

workshops or classes is very fuzzy and difficult to read. We either

need more and better monitors or a device (such as an Electrohome) which

projects the online search oñtö a screen.

Because SDC demanded a deposit account, we dropped them. As a

result, we lost access to Sport Index and Accountantts Index which are

available exclusively through SOC.

.4.



FUTURE PLANS

The duties of the CARS Coordinator will bé taken over by the

heads of CRD, Government Documents and Science Reference. Certain pro-

cedural changes for billing, statistics, routings, etc. will be necessary.

Each department will soon have a 1200 baud terminal for ready

reference searching. Security of the terminal as well as noise level will

be investigated.

Career staff who work at the reference desk will be trained to

perform ready reference searches.

If sufficient funding exists, an onliné office will be built in

Central Reference.
.

Applications of the microcomputer for online searching will be

studied extensively.

.5.



APPENDIX A

TRADITIONAL SEARCHES
83/84 ANNUAL STATISTICS

MAIN LIBRARY 83/84 82'83 PEReENT CHAN'GE
FACULTY 98 96 + 3%
STAFF 20 32 34%
GRADUATE 400 397 + 1%
UNDERGRADUATE 11 42 -71%
DEMONSTRATIONS 35 27 +33%
PRACTICE 94 197 -52%
OTHER 80 35 +131%

SCIEN11IBRARY 873,884 8822%3 PERCEN°ANGE
FACULTY 104 67 +58%
STAFF 23 13 +92%
GRADUATE 220 181 +23%
UNDERGRADUATE 25 -31%
DEMONSTRATIONS 19 25 -20%
PRACTICE 48 77 -36%
OTHER 60 57 + 7

TOTA0tal 8184 82183 PERCE'éHANGE
FACULTY 202 163 +26%
STAFF 43 45 + 2%
GRADUATE 620 578 + 8%
UNDERGRADUATE 36 81 -52%
DEMONSTRATIONS 54 52 + 8
PRACTICE 142 274 -47%
OTHER 140 92 +54%

Total 1237 1285

TABLE B -- BRS AND DIALOG ACCESS (Totals equal more than number of searches above
to accessing more than one vendor per search)
82/83 PERCENT CHANGE

due
MAIN LIBRARY 83/84

BRS 459 509 -10%
DIALOG 343 335 + 2%

Total 802 844 - 5%
SCIENCE LIBRARY

BRS 53 .53 0%
DIALOG 452 390 +16%

Total 505 443 +14%
TOTAL

BRS 512 .562 - 9%
DIALOG 795 725 +10%

Total 1307 1287 + 2%
TABLE C -- BREAKDOWN BY USER TYPE

TABLE A -- NUMBER OF SEARCHES 1977 - 1984

PERCENT CHANGEYEAR TOTAL SEARCHES
77/78 155 -

78/79 359 134.8
79/80 491 36.8
80/81 815 66.0
81/82 940 15.3
82/83 1285 37.0
83/84 1237 -3,7



TABLE D -- BREAKDOWN BY INDIVIDUAL SEARCHER (Includes

APPENDIX A (cont'd)

user, practice and demos)

SEARCHER 83/84 82/83 PERCENT CHANGE
BARTON 27 41 -34%
BROWNMILLER 216 237 - 9%
DICKSTEIN 80 192 -58%
FERRELL 115 59 +95%
HAWBAKER 81 74 + 9%
HOOPES 18(new searcher) - --
JONES 99 70 +41%
MAUTNER 93 115 -19%
MITCHELL 33 105 -69%
MORSE 19(new searcher) - --
NIXON 154 74 +108%
OLSRUD 1O(new searcher) - -_
PFANDER 99 84 +18%
REDALJE 114 78 +46%
RICE 64 52 +23%
SHERRATT 68 (resigned) 84 -19%



TABLE C -- MOST FREQUENTLY ACCESSED FILES (FIVE OR MORE ACCESSES)

DEPARTMENT VENDOR FILE
NO 0F ACCESSESCRD BRS CROS

5
DISS

16
ERIC
INFO

36
6

PSYC
24

DIALOG ERIC 17
Social Scisearch 9
PSYCINFO 11
ABI/INFORM
PROMT

22

7
PTS F&S INDEXES 5
DISS. ABSTRACTS 9
MAGAZINE INDEX 13
MANAGEMENT CONTENTS 9
ECON. LIT. INDEX 5
TRADE & IND. INDEX 18
NEWSEARCH 7
DIALINDEX 19
DUN'S MARKET IDENTIFIERS 87GOV. DOCS. DIALOG ERIC
NTIS

38
35

PSYCINFO
g

GPO MONTHLY CAT 51

ASI 9

GPO PUBS. REF. FILE 22

DIALINDEX 9

SCI. REF. BRS BIOL 5

CAIN 5

CHEM 11
COMP 6
GPOM 7

INSP 10
MESH 8

READY REFERENCE SEARCHES
83/84 ANNUAL STATISTICS

TABLE A -- NUMBER OF SEARCHES AND AVERAGE COST

DEPARTMENT NO. OF SEARCHES TOTAL COST AVERAGE PER SEARCE
CENTRAL REFERENCE 329 1,836.39 5.58
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS 148 357.04 2.41
SCIENCE REFERENCE 538 3,263.14 6.07
TOTAL 1,015 5,456.57 5.38

TABLE B -- BRS AND DIALOG ACCESS

DEPARTMENT BRS DIALOG TOTAL
CENTRAL REFERENCE 226 329
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS O 148 148
SCIENCE REFERENCE 108 430 538
TOTAL 211 804 1,015



APPENDIX B, TABLE C (CON'T)

DEPARTMENT VENDOR FILE NO. OF ACCESSES

SCI. REF. (con't) NTIS 16

SUPE 16

DIALOG ERIC 7

BIOSIS 81- 21

NTIS 118

COMPENDEX 51

AGRICOLA 34

PSYCINFO 7

INSPEC 69-76 12

INSPEC 1977- 33

SCISEARCH 12

DISS. ABSTRACTS 11

MAGAZINE INDEX 29
CAB ABSTRACTS 30

BIOSIS 77-80 10

CRIS/USDA 46

TRIS 5

GPO MONTHLY CAT. 31

ASI 8

GPO PUBS. REF FILE 22

MATHFILE 8

BIOSIS 69-76 9

CA SEARCH 67-71 5

CA SEARCH 1982- 21

LC MARC 8

BIP 6

ULRICH'S 5



APPENDIX B (cont'd)

TABLE D -- SEARCHER ACTIVITY

MAIN: # OF SEARCHES SCIENCE: # OF SEARCHES
BARTON 8 D. JONES 104
BROWNMILLER 52 MAUTNER 118
DICKSTEIN 21 MORSE 9
FERRELL 53 PFANDER 126
HAWBAKER 62 REDALJE 78
HOOPES 6 SHERRATT 94
MITCHELL 148 SMITH 9

NIXON 117
OLSRUD 1

RICE 9

TOTALS 477 538

TABLE E - REASONS FOR GOING ONLINE

REASON CRD GOy. DOCS. SCI. REF. Total % OF TOTAL
1

2

3

4

5

1 = Current information
2 = Obscure topic
3 = Coordinated subject
4 = No printed source
5 = Other

44 35
79 28
62 84
120 O

24 1

329 148

110 189 18.6
186 293 28.8
80 226 22.3
41 161 15.9

121 146 14.4
538 1015
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PUBLIC SERVICE AD HOC MMITTEE ON ONLINE SEARCHING

--REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS--

--FINAL DRAFT, MARCH 27, 1981_

CHARGE OF COMMITTEE

The Committee's charge is to report and to make reòommendations in

three areas: 1. Who should do various searching? 2. How should the

personnel be trained? 3. What are the specific concerns of

departments? -

BACKGROUND

The Committee's first meetings were consumed by placing

limitations on our charge and by defining inherent terms (see below).

We were assisted by the Acting Head of Public Services, Kent

Hendrickson. We asked for input from each department head as to

specific concerns regarding online searching in his/her department.

We also received comments from other librarians and career staff.

Many of these remarks have been incorporated into this report. Each

Conimittee member then prepared a rough draft report, which was

assimilated into this final report.

INTRODUCTION

The utilization of online searching as a necessary reference

tool is apparent. As more and more companies produce online

counterparts of their printed tools (H.W..Wilson Company will soon

make their indexes available through WWilsonlinet), and as more and

more reference sources are only available online (DUN'S Market

Identifiers 10+), it will become necessary for all personnel who

provide reference assistance to be skilled in online searching.

Online searching is, and will continue to be, simply another facet of

reference service.



Appendix L

As ve approach the day that we will utilize an online catalog, the

need for all staff to become familiar with the online environment

grows increasingly apparent. Online databases and services will

continue to proliferate in the coming years. This will require a
commitment to improve staff skills to meet anticipated user demands.

IV. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS

The Committee decided to. focus on problems relating to online

reference searching by DAL public service staff. Facets of the larger

perspective which are not addressed in this report remain to be
considered by other groups. Several pressing concerns must be dealt

with soon, including:

Function and structùre of CARS, including the overall commitment

of the library to staffing and funding

Training users to perform their öwn searches (end-user training);

and the library's relationship to other university departments

that are conducting their own searches.

The increasing demand for online searches by nón-university users.

The question of what activities comprise "reference service" and

whether the library should attempt to establish guidelines or set
any parameters.

The question of online searching as it relates to technical
services staff. There are databases relevant to technical
sérvicea, such as Ulrich's, Books in Priñt, REMARC, etc.

y. DEFINITIONS

A. jxtended "Traditional" Online Search - An extended online

search is a search of' one or more databases for the purpose of

providing a bibliography or other printed listing which is useful

in the.patron's research. The cost of the search is charged to

2



Appendix C

the patron, based upon UAL policies. An extended search is more

likely to £nvolve the preparation of a complex or lengthy

strategy, and it may require significant subject expertise and

advanced knowledge of database, system, and vendor features.

B. Ready Reference Online Search - A ready reference online search is

a short search of one or more databases for the purpose of

providing a quick answer to a reference question. It Is

characterized by one or more of the following: 1) simple search

strategy 2) short duration 3) brief output (I.e., facts or

figures, verified citation, short list of references). A ready

reference online search is done at no cost to the patron and at

the discretion of the staff member.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING WHO WILL PERFORM EXTENDED SEARCHES

Extended searching will remain a professional responsibility.

All librarians (with the possible exception of department heads)

in the Central Reference, Government. Documents, and Science

Reference Departments should have the ability to perform extended

searches. For the present, this will allow an adequate number of

searchers to meet patron demand and will also permit the searching

load to be distribúted so that rninimum skill levels can be

maintained. Other publie service librarians should be trained to

perform extended online searches based on increased patron demand

and as appropriate databases become available. Whether additional

libr'arlans will be trained should be decided by the Department

Head, the Head of Publio Services, and the CARS Coordinator.

VII. RECOMNDATIONS REGARDING WHO WILL PERFORM READY REFERENCE SEARCHES

A. All librarians and career staff who work at the reference desk in

the Central Reference, Government Documents, and Science Reference

3
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Departments will be trained to perform ready reference searches on

appropriate databases, including OcLIC.. Department heads will, at

their discretion, decide whether or not part-time and temporary

staff, or student employees will, be trained. Publie service

personnel in departmenta not now searching should be trained,

based on patron demand, availability of appropriate databases and

equipment, and interest. Such additional. training will be

negotiated by the Department Head, the Head of Public Services,

and the CARS Coordinator.

B. Implementation, logistics, and scheduling, etc., of ready

referenoe online searches are to be coordinated within individual.

deartjnents. Departments will. follow CARS guidelines regarding

statistical procedures.'

VIII. RECOM1ENDATIONS REGARDING EDUCATION AND TRAINING -

Education and training of librarians who perform extended searches

will. continue to be coordinated by the CARS Education and Training

Committee.

Basic training for new ready reference searchers will be

coordinated by the CARS Education and Training Committee.

Supplementary training will be provided within departments

according to individual needs.

Non-searching publie servi'ce personnel should be kept informed of

related online search developments. The CARS Education and

Training Committee will continue to' offer workshops and will

cooperate with the department heads and the Staff Development

Committee in pursuing other ways of keeping staff informed.

Appropriate education and training should be given to those

persons responsible for meeting the instructional needs of users.



Appendix C

IL CONCLUSION

If the above recommendations are to be Successfully implemented,

the university library must make a strong commitment to the concept of

online searching as an integral part of reference service. This

commitment must be reflected in the allocation of sufficient funds for

equipment, training, and online costs, and in support of any necessary

adjustments in the job classifications of career staff assigned online

searching responsibilities.

Committee members:

Cynthia Bower

Craig Hawbaker, chair

Susanne Redaije

Virginia Rice -

5



Appendix D

CARS Education and Training Activities 83/84

The CARSEducation and Training Committee for 1983/84 was composed of
Jeanne Pfander, Science-Engineering Library; Virginia Rice, Central
Reference Department; and Sara Brownmiller, chair, Central Reference
Department.

Two librarians in the Central Reference Department were trained to
become online searchers. One received BRS training and one has received
both BRS and DIALOG training. In addition, two career staff received
DIALOG training to enable them to begin doing ready reference searching.

A timetable for organizing online searching workshops was created by
the chair of. the Education and Training Committee to help other CARS
members who served as coordinators forspecific workshops.

A survey of all CARS members is being conducted in June to provide
guidance for the Education and Training Committee in planning workshops
for next year and to help the committee prioritize what types of work-
shops or training.will best help CARS searchers develop their skills.

CARS searchers were actively involved in continuing education activ-
ities this year with representation at 26 different workshops and
seminars. . The following list shows the variety of these training
sessions.

In-House Workshops

CARS Database Update Workshop
CARS/DIALOG Faculty Workshop on Online Searching

Conferences and Professional Meetings

Online '83
Arizona Online Users Group (The frequency of meetings this year

declined considerably, much to the dismay of CARS searchers).
ASLA (Arizona State Library Association) Preconferenceon Online

Searchi ng

Database/Vendor.Workshops (One or more searchers.attended)

*BRS Update Seminar
*BRS Basic Training - conducted by CLASS
*CAS Online Training
*CIRR Workshop

*DIALOG Search Strategy Seminar
*DIALOG Sci-Tech Seminar
*DIALOG Patent-Chemistry Workshop
*DIALOG Legal Seminar
*DIALOG Electronic Mail Demonstration
*DIALOG Basic System Seminars
Disclosure Training Seminar
Information Access Co. Workshop
Laborl aw/Patlaw
LEXIS
Management Contents



Appendix D (continued)

Pergamon Infoline System Seminar
Psychological Abstracts Seminar

*p (predicasts) Training Seminar
*Questel Demonstrations

*sociological Abstracts Seminar
Trademarkscan Workshop

* Held at the University of Arizona Library and hosted by CARS



Survey Sumary, 83/84

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

Help us ixnprcwe our Catpiter Assistad Reference Service!
After you've locked over the results of your search, take
a few minutes to fill out this brief qjiestionnaire. Then
return it (thrc»h canpis mail, or bring it to a reference
desk) in the envelce proriii1. Thanks for your help.

21 iO 55Faculty Staff

APPENDIX E

10. Did you firû the cost of your search reasonable? 89 yes Q_ 2 yes & no

U Does the cost of this service discourage you fran using it irore?
21 yes 78 nc 2 yes & no

(over)

Graduate Student1. Status:
Uiergraduate 7 Business
Other (Please specify) ('mi ty Membrs

2. HCM did you learn about the Library's Ccxrpiter Assisted
Reference Service?

lleue librarian speaking to class
1Z instructor JL reference librarian

advisor _j library infonnation guide or other harout
stißent _j other (please SPeC1fY)G, S (1) M (J7 i n (1) other

university (7)
3. Have you had canpiter searches done before? 59 yes 44 nc

4. If yes, where? 21 at the U of A Main Library
17 at the U of A Science-gineering Library
T at the U of A Health Sciences Center Library
7 elsewhere at the U of A

T other (please specify) NIMH (1) Other university (17)

5. Did you tty looking in print irx3exes before you asked for a
cci*iter search? 21 yes, pretty exhaustively

yes, 1xit nct extensively
34 nc

> > U) U) U) (I)

6. Himrh tizne elapsed between the tizne you asked for a search arx
the tizne it was perfotmed? see léft marqin......

7. Were you satisfied with the praitss of the search? .98 yes 2 nc

8. If nct, why? Searcher error caused rémake, hard to find bropr keywnrds

9. Would you have preferred a quicker bit less precise search if it
could have been perfonned sooner? 4 y 96 nc



Was the librarian's pre-search explanaticai of the cxlnputer
search process 2 too detailed?

not detailed erxxgh?

iQ_ just right?

Were you present when the search s'as performed? yes _

re you interested in settir up a regular (i.e., nonthly, quarterly)
search ou yr topic? JI.. Yes lß.... ¡ 7 maybe

The Library has such a service; it's called SDI (Selective
DissEnination of Information). To fini out about it, contact
the person wt did ycur search, or see Craig Hawbaker,
CAI Coordinator, Central Referenoe Department, Main Library.

Were you generally satisfied with the results of your search?

93 yes 5 no 3 yes & no

If not, why not?
y & n: Not much info available in area

n: Tough topic (2)
n: Searches can't be specific enough
n: Costly (3)

17 Other caments:

PLEASE RETURN TO:

Craig Hawbaker
CARS Coordinator
Central Reference Department
University of Arizona Library
Tucson, AZ 85721
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COURSE-RELATED BIBLIOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTION SESSIONS

GRADUATE:

Number of Sessions: 53
Number of Students: 1062

UNDERGRADUATES:

Number of Sessions: 306
Number of Students: 6330

TOTAL:

Number of Sessions: 359
Number of Students: 7392

ORIENTATION SESSIONS FOR CONMLTNITY GROUPS AND SCHOOLS

Number of Sessions: 22
Number of People: I14Q

GENERAL ORIENTATION TOURS AN]) NON-COURSE RELATED INSTRUCTION SESSIONS
FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF

Number of Sessions: 66
Number of Students: 1066

Number of Sessions: 10
Number of Faculty: 217

Number of Sessions: 37
Number of Staff 263

TOTAL

Number of Sessions: 113
Number of People: 1

Overall Total Number of Sessions: 491

Overall Total Number of People: 9378

Overall Total Library Skills Presentations: ill
Number of Students 2229

Total Number of Instructional Activities: 605
Total Number of People: 11607



LIBRARY SKILLS PROGRAM

Summer Session II 1983

Fall 1983

Spring l98

Summer Session I l981
(estimated)

TOTALS:

70 Students

215)4 Students

8)45 Students

160 Students

LIBRARY SKILLS QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Totals for 1983-198)4 excluding Summer Session I

Skills Desk - CRD
direct. = 1)488
asst. 29)41

Skills Desk - Docs.
direct. = 135
asst. = 322

Science Library Fall Semester Only
direct. = 53
asst. = 53

3 Presentations

6)4 Presentations

36 Presentations

8 Presentations

3229 Students ill Presentations
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COURSE RELATED INSTRUCTION SESSIONS

l983-l98

NU12BER N1J4BER LIBRARY
±iEPARTMENT COURSE COURSE DESCRIPTION STUDENTS SESSIONS INSTRUCTOR

Ac counting 320 Intro, to Federal Taxation 352 21 C. Hawbaker (4)
J. Nixon (17)

Agriculture 509 Information Sources for
Agricultural Scientists 12 2 J. Pfander

C. Sherratt

Anthropo1or 441 Organization of Museums 25 1 V. Rice

Art 430 Visual Arts Elementary
Education 139 8 K. Pardieck (8)

118 World Art 16 1 P. Barton

101A Studio Art 19 1 P. Barton

1O1B Art 18 1 P. Barton

Business and
Career Ed. 482 Teaching Office and Distri-

butive Education 9 1 S. Brownmiller

Chemistry 561 Intro, to Biochemistry Lit. 18 2 S. Redaije (2)

105 Honors Chemistry 31 2 S. Redaije (2)

Chemical
Engineering 199 Chemical Engineering 5 1 C. Sherratt

Counseling and
Guidance 795B Professional Practice 13 2 S. Brownniiller (2)

623 Tests in Counseling 25 1 S. Brownmiller

570 Counseling the Adult 39 2 S. Brownniiller (2)

Economics 308 History of European
Economics 11 1 V. Rice

Ed. Found. and
Administration 684 Adinin. of Bilingual Programs 15 1 S. Brownmiller

603 Intro, to Educational Research 413 13 S. Browniniller (8)
R. Dickstein (5)

601 Current Problems 10 1 R. Dickstein

540 Issues in Educating Mexican!
American Children 15 1 R. Dickstein
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NUMBER NUMBER LIBRARY
DEPARTMENT COURSE COURSE DESCRIPTION STUDENTS SESSIONS INSTRUCTOR

465 Education Program
Management 17 2 R. Dickstein (2)

Elementary
Education 621 Issues in Early Childhood lT 1 S. Browrimifler

377 Early Childhood Education 35 1 S. Brownmiller

327 Teaching Social Studies 38 2 D. Steele (2)

323 Bilingual Seminar 39 2 S. Brownmiller (1)
R. Dickstein (i)

322 Teaching Language Arts 15 1 S. Brownmjller

English ltO7a/b Advanced Composition for 205 11 J. Pfander (3)
Foreign Students C. Sherratt (5)

L. Weller (2)
D. Jones (i)

403 Advanced Scientific Writing 21 2 D. Jones (2)

402 Business Report Writing 28 2 C. Hawbaker (2)

308 Technical Writing 379 19 D. Jones (3)
J. Pfander (4)
R. Mautner (2)
S. Redaije (2)
C. Sherratt (5)
L. Weller (3)

307 Business Writing 420 21 C. Hawbaker (7)
J. Nixon (i4)

207 Sophomore Composition 50 2 B. Parsil (2)

108 English Composition for
Foreign Students 50 2 M. Hoopes (2)

100 Freshman Composition 106 4 K. Hillier (2)
D. Straley (2)

102 Freshman Composition 2,532 110 P. Barton (6)
J. Flippo (2)
M. Frontain (2)
R. Gonzalez Beoppl

(3:

L. Greenfield (3)
K. Grutzmacher (2)
J. Haas (2)
M. Hart (2)
M. Hartz (2)
M. Hoopes (6)
D. Isbell (2T
C. Língham-Moore (
M. Mayhew (i)
V. Mills (2)



NUMBER
DEPARTMENT COURSE COURSE DESCRIPTION STUDENTS

10

NUMBER LIBRARY
SESSIONS INSTRUCTOR

R. Mitchell (2)
L. Olsrud (17)
R. Page (ii)
B. Parsil (18)
G. Pilling (3)

Preston (3)
V. Rice (7)
B. Steven (2)

Stout (2)
J. tflirig (2)
L. White (i)
K. Williams (4)
M. Young (i)

Finance 511 Finance 50 1 C. Hawbaker

General Biology 403 Techniques of Biological
Literature 10 1 J. Pfander

Geography 500 Current topics in Geographical
Research 12 1 D. Steele

Geosciences 302 Stratigraphy 100 4 D. Steele (4)

German 6oi Materials and Methods
of Research 6 1 P. Barton

Health Related 434 Sex Education for Teachers 12 1 B. Woollet
Professions

181 Elementary School Health Ed. 70 3 B. Wooflet (3)

180 Secondary School Health Ed. 10 1 B. Woollet

Higher Education 6oi Higher Ed. in the U.S. 16 1 R. Dickstein

560 Coumiunity and Junior Colleges 50 2 S. Brownniiller (2)

History 253 History of Women in U.S. 50 2 R. Dickstein (2)

453 History of Women & Work 20 1 R. Dickstein

296 Nature & Practice of History 53 5 V. Rice (5)

Home Economics 610 Investigation & Studies in
Home Economics 5 1 R. Dickstein

445 Clothing for Special Needs 27 1 S. Redaije

454 New Developments in the
Textile Field 24 1 S. Redaije

444 Dimensions of Clothing
Behaviour 28 4 P. Barton (b)

145 Fashion Concepts & Theory 30 1 C. Hawb aker

Journalism 205 Reporting the News 34 2 L. Olsrud (i)
B. Parsil (i)

- lish 102 Continued



ITJMBER NUMBER LIBRARY
-DEPARTMENT COURSE COURSE DESCRIPTION STUDENTS SESSIONS INSTRUCTOR

Library Science 571 Info. Sources in Social
Sciences & Humanities 18 1 L. Cottreli

505 Basic Reference 130 6 S. Browumiller (3)
R. Dickstein (i)
J. Nixon (2)

504 Foundations of Library and
Information Services 18 1 D. Jones

503 Library Science 63 3 C. Bower (3)

Marketing 440 Marketing Research 75 3 C. Hawbaker (3)

361 Introduction to Marketing 48 5 C. Hawbaker (2)
J. Nixon (3)

Mexican &
American Studies 180 Mexican American Studies 50 2 M. Hoopes (2)

Music 785 Trombone Master Class 14 1 D. Smith

652 Administration in Music
Education 7 1 D. Smith

600 Music 12 1 P. Barton

431a History of Opera 25 1 C. King

410a Music 8 1 D. Smith

130 Music 80 1 D. Smith

Oriental Studies 469 Geography of the Middle East 17 1 D. Steele

Plant Science 362 Plant Science 11 1 D. Jones

Political 448 Mexican Govt. & Politics 15 1 M. Hoopes
Science

180 Mexican American Studies 20 1 N. Hoopes

Psychology 255 Research Methods 308 16 L. Olsrud (16)

Reading 795 Research in Reading 10 1 S. Brownmiller

686 Classroom Reading Instruction 15 1 R. Dickstein

508 Bilingual Reading 15 1 S. Browmniller

480 Literature for Children 70 2 S. Browniniller (2)

Renewable
atural 112 Introduction to Landscape
esources Architecture Design 18 1 P. Barton
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DEPARTMENT COURSE COURSE DESCRIPTION
NUMBER

STUDENTS
NDÌvIBER

SESSIONS
LIBRARY
INSTRUCTOR

Secondary 1417 Production of Audiovisual
ication Material 58 2 5. Brownmiller (2)

616 Instructional Media Program 9 1 B. Woollet

1417 Visual and Auditory Aids 69 3 R. Swedenburg (i)
B. Woollet (2)

338 Teaching Social Studies 18 1 B. Woollet

330 Teaching & Social Studies 10 1 IC. Pardieck

Socio1or 1404 Socio1or of the Southwest 146 3 V. Rice (3)

311 Social Change 25 1 V. Rice

201 American Social Problems 11 1 E. Ferrell

Special Education

695 Doctoral Students 7 1 S. Brownzniller

581 Language Development in
Exceptional Children 7 1 S. Brovnmiller

508 Methods & Materials in
Hearing Impaired 8 1 5. Bro'winniller

504 Issues in Learning
Disabilities 13 1 S. Brownmiller

1470 Mental Retardation 20 1 S. Brownmiller

403 Study of Exceptional Children 7 1 S. Brownmiller

Speech
Communication 210 Advanced Public Speaking 10 1 C. Bower

102 Public Speaking 69 3 P. Barton (2)
J. Nixon (i)

Watershed 487 Forestry in Arid
Management Environments 7 1 C. Sherratt

Women's Studies 100 Introduction into Women's
Studies 89 2 R. Dickstein (2)
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NON-COURSE RELATED COMMUNITY GROUP SESSIONS

1983-1981f

NUMBER NUMBER
])ESCRIPTION STUDENTS SESSIONS LIBRARY INSTRUCTOR

Adult Cerebral Palsy Group 9 1 M. Mayhe-

Association of University Women 20 1 J. Nixon

Data Games 15 1 R. Mitchell

Honor Students from Sierra Vista
High School 20 1 M. Hart

High School Minority 27 2 B. Parsil (2)

Marana High School 30 1 B. Parsil

Minority Student Affairs 90 3 Tish McIntosh (3)

Parents and Students 25 1 R. Page

Pima College Writing 102 10 1 V. Rice

Pima Community College English 35 1 P. Page

Pima County Personnel Department 5 1 R. Mitchell

Planning Development Service 16 1 D. Jones

Pueblo High School 25 1 J. McAffee

Saguaro High School English 68 2 C. Morse (i)
B. Parsil (i)

St. David Public High School 30 1 J. MeAffee

Tucson Public Library Librarians 10 2 R. Dickstein (2)

Up with People 5 1 R. Mitchell
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NON-COURSE RELATED INSTRUCTION SESSIONS
(Students, Faculty and Staff)

1983-1984

NUMBER Nifl1BER

DESCRIPTION PEOPLE SESSIONS LIBRARY INSTRUCTOR

Students

Career Workshop 8 2 C. Hawbaker (2)

CESL 1406 3 M. Hoopes (7)
R. Mautner (i)
J. Nixon (6)
K. Pardieck (1)
J. Pfander (2)
S. Phipps (i)
G. Ritter (i)
D. Steele (i)
M. Stout (8)
R. Swendenburg (2)
K. Williams (4)

Continuing Education

Doctoral Students Colloquium 695

34

6

1

i
L. Greenfield

R. Dickstein

English loo Student Aids 20 2 L. Greenfield (i)
K. Williams (1)

General Demonstration for Doctoral
Candidates 3 1 P. Barton

General Demonstration for Graduate
Students (Philosophy) 2 1 P. Barton

Graduate Students Chemistry Seminar 65 2 J. Pfander (2)

Graduate Students in Anthropolor lo 1 V. Rice

Graduate Students in Architecture 12 1 P. Barton

Graduate Students in Art History 12 1 P. Barton

Graduate Students in Political Science 35 i J. Nixon

New Graduate Students in Psychology 36 2 L. Olsrud

Incoming Freshman 1145 5 T. McIntosh (3)
K. Williams (2)

International Students 190 8 N. Hoopes (6)
C. Jacobson (i)
R. Page (1)

re College 76 3 L. Greenfield (2)
R. Page (i)

Sources of Career Information 6 i S. Browniniller
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NUMBER NUMBER
DESCRIPTION PEOPLE SESSIONS LIBRARY INSTRUCTOR

culty

15 1 D. Jonesdoperative Ext. Service

End User Training CAS Online 140 1 J. Pfand.er

Extended Teacher Institute in Integrating
Women into the Secondary School History
Curriculum 35 1 R. Dickstein

International Programs Office 2 1 D. Jones

NEll Faculty Research on Minorities
in the Southwest 12 1 R. Dickstein

New Faculty Orientation 3 1 L. Greenfield

New Women Studies 8 1 B. Dickstein

Physical Education TA's 15 1 S. Brownniiller

Search Strater CAS Online 12 1 S. Redalje

Western Regional Extension Winter
School 75 1 V. Rice

Staff

Career Information in Human Services 12 1 S. Brownmiller

CRD 8 2 L. Cottreli (i)
D. Steele (1)

Data Update 17 1 S. Brownmiller

Library CRD 8 2 L. Cottreli (2)

Library Resources of Human Service Jobs 41 4 S. Brownmifler (1#)

New Staff Orientation 172 26 Library Staff (26)

CPNM 5 1 C. Hawbaker
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SUMMARY

Through the continued strong support by the Library Administration,
the Collection ranks well with other library science collections.

In preparation for the on sight visit from the American Library
Association accreditation in the spring of 1986, progress has been
made toward the relief of the space problem.

Dr. Margaret F. Maxwell has been named Acting Director of the
Graduate Library School beginning July 1, 1984 while Dr. Ellen
Altman continues as Acting Dean of the College of Education.
This administrative change is bound to impact the Collection.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The Library Science Collection, though small, continues to
increase in all areas and is developing especially in the
field of Information Science arid Automation. The addition
of two IBM PCs to the two Superbrains has allowed the students
in all classes an hands on experience.

In the ten years that the Collection has been housed in this
location, the serials holdings have almost tripled in number.
This will be a substantial beginning support for the PhD program
that has the University Administration's approval.

The friendly atmosphere and excellent rapport that exists between
the library staff and faculty and students remains the most
important asset of the Library Science Collection.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The problem of space remains the one limitation in the Library
science Collection. This difficulty has been substantially
imporved through the transfer of a number of periodical back files
to the Main Library. In late summer, the School will move the
machines from the cataloging laboratory. This move will allow
for several years growth of the Collection.



FUTURE PLANS

Future plans of necessity depend upon the future of the Library
School. As a part of the University Administration's mandate
to the College of Education, the President has decided that the
School will be a part of the College of Arts and Sciences. This
move and the development of the doctoral program will greatly
impact the Collection.



USE STATISTICS

1982/83 1983/84

Home use 2207 2391

Reserve 7124 7345
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SUMMARY

In August 1983, Mary Lloyd Blakeley, Head of the Map Collection,retired frc!m the University of Arizona Library. Mary beganorganizing the maas held by the University Library in 1955 and in
1957 the Map Room was opened to the cenerai public. Under her
capable direction, the Map Collectic'n developed into a
comprehensive collection of maps, atlases, and relatedcartographic materials ackric'wledced by many to be one of the
finest collections in the Southwest. Additionally, the number of
professional staff was expanded and the department moved intci a
new building during Mary's tenure at the University. Mary
Blakeley's years cif dedicated cc'mmitmerit to the Map Collection
will be missed by many of her friends and long-time Map
Collect ion users.

Upon Mary's retirement, Linda Cottrell, was appointed Acting Head
Map Librarian, serving through April, 1984. James Mirston was
appc'irsted to the positicin of Head Map Librarian and began hisduties on April 30, 1984.
The hours of ciperat ion for the Map Collection for the past year
were as follows:

Summer 83, 8-5 M-F
Fall 83, 8-5 M-f

9-1 SAT
Spring 84, 8-5 M-F

9-1 SAT

Staff arid staff changes were as follows:

Mary Lloyd Blakeley - Retired August 83
James Minton - Appointed April 84
Linda Cottrell
Dale Steele
Christine Ziegler

Student assistants:

Teresa Barbour Larry Comptor - Terminated May 84
Rae Swedenburg Ellen McGrath - Terminated May 84
Patrick Schmitz t<ris Lockwood - Terminated Dec 83
Joseph Pawlicki - Hired May 84

The Map Collect ion staff remained active in the following
professional organizations during the past year: WAML (Western
Association of Map Libraries), ALA's RTSD and MAGERT C Map
and Geography Roundtable, MOUG (Map Online Users Group). SLA
G & M Division (Special Libraries Association, Geography arid Map
Division), ASLA (Arizona State Library Asociation), and the APPCG
(Arizc'ria Paver and Photograph Conservation Group). Aside from
maintaining membership in these associations Collection staff
have beers active irs many of their meet ines arid programs. LindaCottrell attended the ASLS meet ing in October 1983, served as
a book exhibitor, prepared an annotated guide to selected



reference books on maps ar,d cartography, and served as aresource person to answer questions about map sources.
Linda also attended the ÑLSÑ/SLP rizora Chapter meetings inOctober 83 and February 84. She also served as Secretary forthis group as well as Chair of the elections committee for MOUS.Christine Ziegler attended the September 83 meetina of WML. DaleSteele also reviewed the Ptlas de la Reoublica de Chile for the
March issue of WML's INFORMATION BULLETIN.

The staff also attended several library related or sponsored
workshops during the past year as follows:

LP Filino Rules - L. Cc'ttrell,D. Steele,C. Ziecler, January 84Micomputers - C. Ziegler, L. Cottreil
Video Display Terminals - L. Cottrell
Publishin Workshop - L Cottrell, C. Ziegler
Library ssistanice for Fc.reion Students - C. Ziegler
Library Goals Workshop - D. Steele,L. Cc'ttrell, C. Ziegler
Career Staff Mobility - C. Ziegler
Planning Retreat - L. Cottreil
Problem Patron - D. Steele, L. Cottre]l, C. Ziegler

Map Collection also served or, the New Staff Orientation
Committee, Selection dvisory Cc'mrnitttee for Head of MapCollection, the Library Staff Pssociation's Publicity Committee,Online Catalog - Circulation, Sub - Committee and the LibraryFaculty's Standin Rules and Bylaws Committee.

Staff were also active in giving orientations to the collectionand lecturing to various classes during the past year.
Oriental Studies 469 - September 83 - 15 students - Steele
Gec'Sciences 302 - august 83 - 100 students - Steele
Eiern. Educat ion, 327 - September 83 - 15 students - Steele
CESL - February - 10 students
CRD Main Library - March 84 - Steele, Cc*ttrell
New Staff Orientation - Fall 84 - Ziegler
Library Science 571 - pril 84 - Cottrell - 20 students

Christine Ziegler continued to suoervise stack maintenance andthe loan activities of the Deoartment which included thecomplet ion of a three year data entry roject for GEAC which
became operational ini the Map Collection on Seotember 12. 1983.Christine trained the Map Collection staff on the use of thesystem and wrote an excellent loan, desk manual for GEÑC use.Christ irie also spent several hours during the year Processing,mending, ar,d preserving several map items. She also began, anextensive project of request ing dealers catalogs from hundreds ofpublishers, dealers, arid vendors worldwide. One of Christine's
major accomplishments during the past year was to be acceoted
into the Library of Congress' Summer Map Project during July arid
Pugust of 1983. The project requires participants to attendlectures on various aspects of map librarianship arid to work in
assioned areas within, the Geography arid Map Divsicsn. Christine
was also able to spend several hours each week ir, selectingduplicate LC maps to be shipped and added to the University of



Arizona"s Collection. An exact count has yet to be made of thegifts, but are estimated to be about 5,000 to 8,000 items. Thisis an excellert program and Christine is to be congratulated onhaving participated in it
Dale Steele continued to edit the MAP NEWS MONTHLY which has
continued to be ar excellent publication and well received by
many faculty and departments on campus as well as map librariesaround the world. Dale has conducted several excellent lectures
about the use of cartographic materials in the Map Collection and
has written several guides and handouts to accompany these talks.
Part of Dale"s duties during the past year have included theselection responsibility for Latin America. Dale has written a
request letter in Spanish which he has sent to many governmental
map agencies in Latir American countries. The results have been
most favorable sorne yielding map and atlas publications free ofcharte. Dale was also named to be the University of Arizona'srepresentative to the Laridsat Consortium. Dale was alsoresponsible for mouritin ari excellent U.S. Geological Surveytravelinc exhbit or maps arid ma use.

Linda Cottreli spent most of her year servir'a as Actin
Department Head which meant that she attended Planning Council,Librarian's Council, Public Services meetings, and more. Linda
assumed the position ir, Auust 83 arid served until a new head was
appointed ir April 84. Aside from all of the administrative
duties which she had to perform, Linda did continue to work with
the catalogirg backlog, much of which were acquired through the
LC Summer Map Project in 1983. Linda established a sysyem for
organizing the backlcig into geographic areas which has madefinding items ir, the backlog easier. The system allows for mass
to be sorted into georaphic regions and sub-regions. A studentassistant was used to assign LC first order numbers to many of
the maps in the backlog. Linda is to be commended on her goodwork during the past fiscal year.
The staff ir, the Collection have worked hard during the past
year.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The major strenath of the Deartment continues to be a well-trained and educated staff who car, answer questions concerriinocartooraphic materials relative to the teaching and researchneeds of the campus community. Map Collection staff members havedevoted many hours to selecting, processino, and making availableto the public a cc'moreherisjve collection of cartonraphicmaterials for reference and research. The reference and researchvalue of the collection goes well beyond the current collectior,and its confines. The Collection contains information aboutother ma libraries hc'ldinos, information about orderirg maps,atlases, etc. Ma Collectior staff can also assist the user inlocat i rio hard-to-find or out -of-pr i rit material s.
The staff of the Ma Collection are available for tours,orientations, arid lectures concerning the use of cartographicmaterials for general or specific needs. The staff can offerexert advice or, the presentation cif map materials for theclassroom, research, for dissertations or books, and othergraphic presentations of maps.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

With the absence of Mary Blakeley, the Department was without oree
full time librarian from August 1983 throuDh April 1984. The
remaining Map Collection staff assumed portions of the Head Map
Librarian's responsibilities. Many tasks generally completed
during the year were not. With the map catalooer assumir,D the
Actino Head position, much of the catalocir, activitiy was slow
or was simply placed on hold just at a time when the Collection
received several thousand gift maps and books from the Library of
Congress creating the first sizeable map catalouing backlc'u in
many years.

Christine Zienler and Dale Steele each assumed additional map
selection and reference desk duties which in turn did not allow
them to address their major areas of responsibilities.

Map Collection use statistics fc'r 1983/84 reflect a marked
decline from Previos years. Reasons for these declines cannot be
precisely identified but may be attributed to several factors:
1. Staff changes, 2

Additional staff assionmerits, and 3. Methods
of recordin statistics or omission,

Collection Development activities were also slower than previous
years. The major reason for this lessened activity was a much-
reduced materials budget; down about $, @@Ø since 1982.



FUTURE PLANS

Future plans and ooals for the Map Collection for 1984-85 includethe fc'llc'winr:

Develop additional reference guides and handouts to
facilitate the use of specific parts of the collection

Make a planned effort to contact arid/or re-contact many
faculty and students on campus to encourage preater use of the
Map Collection and to increase its visibility

Develop bibliographic control methods for both the on-order
and catalog backlog files

Establish a de-centralized selection/ordering proced ure
which will erivolve all Map Collection staff

Re-establish full time cataloging procedures of all
materials

Conduct a user survey of preferred hours of service and
consider additional evering hours

Evaluate the statistical gathering methods, procedures, and
forms arid consider changes, if appropriate, to gather more
reliable data ir the areas of collection development, cataloging,
reference service, processing arid other departmental activities

Rec'rDanize arid consolidate the map publishers, dealers, and
vendors files into a corisc'lidated Map Information File to include
a wider range of information sources about cartographic materials

Establish a new recruiting/training plan for student
assistants which would allow more flexible use in all areas
including reference and loan desks



APPENDIX

ACG!UISITIONS STATISTICS, FISCAL YEAR 1983-1984

ADDITIONS
Books/Serials . . a . .

. 329

Microfiche. a a a a 130

Sheet Maps. a s a a s a a 8,010

TOTAL 8,469

WI THDRÑWA...!

Books/Serials a a i a . a 0

Sheet Mapsa a a a a a a a i 67

TOTAL 67

TOTAL HOLDINGS
Aerial Photographs. . . a . 16,331

Sheet Mapsa a a a . a 168,718

Microfiche, . a * . a . 1,060

Microfilm Reels . a a 11

TOTAL 190,911

PUBLIC SERVICES STATISTICS
Circulation a a a a a a a

Horiie Use . . . . . a . 8, 474

Library Use . a a s s a a 19,252

TOTAL 27,726

Reference Quest ions (Inouiries Answered)
TOTAL 6, 184
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1. SUMMARY

The 1983-84 academic year did not match the previous one in terms of
change or challenges. Happily, the Music Collection was thus left with
more stable working conditions and the consequent opportunity to do
better in its primary mission, serving the musical needs of the Uni-
versity community.

A staffing change outside of the department, however, has had a major
impact--a very good one--on the Music Collection. This is the hiring
of the music cataloger, Laurie Eagleson, in January to replace Anne Ross
who departed last July. Being without a music cataloger for over six
months had an impact on workf low and required some special arrangements
to get music to our users, but the end result is a real relief to the
Music Collection as a whole.

A staffing change within the department involved the transfer of Viola
Spelbring to the Library Administration in February. After a five-week
hiatus, we were most fortunate to be able to replace her with Nancy Gray,
whose sunny personality and enthusiasm for the job have made her a per-
fect replacement.

Work on the automated circulation system has been progressing as the
final portions of the regular circulating collection are being barcoded
and the classical sheet music collection is also nearing the final stages
of barcoding. As this report is being written, we have just begun using
the automated system for circulating sheet music which is barcoded. It
is expected that by the Fall Semester we will finally have eliminated
our last major problem area in circulation, much to the relief of Mona
Frontain, our circulation supervisor.

This was "the year of the committee" for the head of the department. As
a member of the newly formed Planning Council and its subcommittees,
chair of the Photocopy Committee, co-chair of the Staff Development Com-
mittee, member of the online Catalog Subcommittee on Public Access,
member of the Promotion and Tenure Committee and the GEAC 4.3 Committee
there was scarcely a day that did not find me out of the department for
an extended period. Furthermore, this activity plus professional com-
mittee work and the teaching of Music 600 in the Spring Semester re-
quired a significant increase in my paperwork and clerical support.

Finally, there was an increase in the number of gift transactions--a
total of 37 requiring acknowledgements--with an actual number of 3050
items worth $9,796 received in the year. These gifts have come from a
fascinating array of sources: foreign governments (Canada, Netherlands),
the U. S. military, the state library, music and book publishers (from
the U. S., Japan, and Europe), former and current faculty members, the
National Flute Association, the International Trombone Association, and
residents from around the region. It has been helpful to have much of
this processing now shifted to Charles King who can easily take care
of the checking and letter-writing.



2. MAJOR STRENGTHS

As in the last year's report, I take this opportunity to acknowledge
the many contributions of the staff of the Music Collection. Their
skills--musical, bibliographic and interpersonal--are appreciated by
the vast and varied audience we serve. it is a feature of branch
library work that a fair spectrum of tasks must be performed by all,
and this staff does well in accepting the wide range of responsibil-
ities expected of them. Several of them are seeking to improve them-
selves through University coursework and nearly all are active
participants in the musical life of the University and community.

The collection of scores, books and recordings and the staff that ser-
vices it is a major cultural resource for the University, Tucson and
the region. Almost daily, besides meeting the needs of a large school
of music, we circulate materials and answer a myriad of musical ques-
tions to meet the needs of the local radio and television stations,
professional and amateur theatre groups, dancers, swimmers, radio/TV
students, military organizations, public and private schools, musicians
throughout Arizona, the nation, Canada, and even NASA. Our ever-
increasing interlibrary loan statistics give ample evidence of the
national and international dependence on our holdings, particularly of
music for the flute and for the trombone.

It is a pleasure to report that the topic of student staff and the
budget to support them seems to have graduated from a limitation to a
strength. Curiously, we had plenty of work-study students to meet our
staffing needs and never had to suffer the sudden spring retrenchment
that had become a pattern in previous years. Lower student staff
turnover has also meant less time needed to be spent hiring and train-
ing new staff.

We are continuing to depend more and more on our automated circulation
system for control of our loan transactions as well as bibliographic
data. This past year has seen barcoding and circulation of new classes
of materials--piano pedagogy materials, classical sheet music, and
even headphones--with the resultant increase in control and access.
Further, when a six-month backlog of cards to be filed in the card
catalog had built up, GEAC conveniently provided the access medium.
We continue to depend on it heavily for verification of materials
housed in the main library as well.



3. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

In keeping with tradition--and actual fact--we will once again cite our
physical plant as the major limitation. Though we were able to double
our seating capacíty to six (6) chairs for patrons to sit in when con-
sulting the collection, the inconvenience this causes our many aged
community borrowers can scarcely enhance the image of the University.
Ventilation and air-conditioning problems in the staff room remain un-
resolved after a year of testing and experimentation by Physical Resources.
Space for collection growth remains a problem, though the lack of cata-
loging activity for most of nine (9) months kept the number of additions
to the collection down.

Where the new music cataloger offers us hope for the future, her activity
as well as ours--particularly in barooding--turns up a sizeable number
of items and cataloging records that must be redone. Thus, correcting
the problems of the past is cutting deeply into cataloging productivity
with resulting growth in the backlog. Furthermore, at present we are
only going after the worst errors, since there is not sufficient time
to take on the problems that are just aggravations. Chief among these
latter problems is that of multiple "cuttering" of the works of a com-
poser within a single class so that different editions of the same work
or different items in a numbered or alphabetical series of works are
hopelessly scrambled. Holly McDonald and Laurie Eagleson are doing
their best to overcome despair while struggling through this quagmire.

The listening facility, as inadequate as it is, is soon to become the
site of four (4) Apple microcomputers used for CAl in the School of Music.
This will almost certainly increase the already frequent complaints of
crowded, noisy conditions that make serious study all but impossible
except in the early morning hours. There are also fairly frequent com-
plaints about the hardware--both regarding quality and maintenance--and
we need to do a better job on the latter. However, it is clear that the
design of the facility that puts users in direct contact with hardware
and software has many disadvantages, and ultimately user, hardware and
software all suffer. Spencer Hunter is becoming ever more proficient
at small repairs and Charles King has helped immensely in selection and
procurement of small replacement parts.



4. FUTURE PLANS

Once again, we look to some program of alleviating some of our severe
physical plant problems. Physical Resources is still pledging to make
our ventilating and air-conditioning operate in a fashion that will make
the Music Collection habitable, if not hospitable. A proposal has gone
forward for some repainting of our dingy "Pepto-Bismol" pink public areas.
Some weeding and an off-site storage area are being considered as tempo-
rary solutions to limited growth space.

The next year will bring the library system ever closer to an online
catalog. In addition to the planning for the eventuality, we need to
continue close cooperation with the music cataloger to make the best use
of her time spent cleaning up the accumulation of cataloging problems.
The Music Collection is vitally concerned that online catalog specif i-
cations permit brief records of the sort that are generated for a vast
quantity of our holdings. At the same time, we need to upgrade our local
practices and establish the rapport with the Cataloging Department that
will give us the credibility necessary to operate effectively in the
online environment in their eyes.

Planning is already underway for the siting of the School of Music CAl
programs within the Music Collection, but the installation of the sys-
tem, development of our operating procedures and orientation of the
staff to the program are yet to be undertaken. We are also interested
in developing word processing and indexing capabilities on these Apple Ile
machines, so that further hardware and software purchases, programming
and training also loom in the near future.

In conclusion, the new library organization will no doubt provide un-
imagined challenges as we grope to find our place and operate within
the new structure. It could have been mentioned as a limitation that
we feel fairly isolated from the rest of the system and thus commonly
misunderstood. We share with the Library Science Collection the prob-
lems of low visibility, physical remoteness, special relationships with
our clientele, a general misconception as to how our materials are used
and even a lack of appreciation of our value in the system. Hopefully,
somewhere in the revised organization can be found the medium that will
integrate us more fully into the system without forcing us to sacrifice
those aspects of our operation that seem so valuable to our clientele.



MUSIC COLLECTION STATISTICAL REPORT

July 1, 1983 - June 30, 1984

1214 717 1939 864 59.7%

(Includes requests for direct loan from members of National Flute
Association)

REFERENCE SERVICE

* Not included in totals.

Directional
Assistance

TOTAL

6,123
7,388

6,683
8,640

13,511 15,323 13.4%

STOCK STATISTICS

Added Withdrawn Total Holdings

Scores & Books 515 17 48,934
Sheet music 774 41 26,067
Teaching Collection 298 47 4,227
Classroom Collection 0 0 1,201
Records 391 7 24,228
Tapes 138 52 1,637
Microcard/fiche O 0 585
Pamphlets O 0 845
Grant Hill Collection *( 59) 0 *(38,242)

TOTAL 2,116 164 107,724

CIRCULATION STATISTICS

Building Use

R

1982-83 1983-84
%

Increase

Records/Tapes
Scores/Reserves/Reference

*(pop music)
mf ormai (in-house)

Home Use

*(

29,204
11,008
2,281)

10,665

7,505
31,121

*(

25,745
6,645
2,455)

17,416

4,107
29,544

-6.8%

Records/Tapes
Scores/Methods/Sheet Music

TOTAL CIRCULATION

INTERLIBRARY LOAN R = Requests
F = Filled

89,503

F R

83,457

F
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SUMMARY

OENERAL. Recomidatics for reclassification of Shizuko Radbill arid Margaret
Hoell, both from TA II to IA III positions was approved by the Library Admiri-
istration and the Personnel Dept. in the spring of 1984.

The Oriental Studies De arn's Area Library Carinittees were to be
established in the spring of 1984 with the prinary purpose of generating uore
faculty irwo1vnt in the acquisitions and collection deve1opint aspects of
the Oriental Studies Collection.

CHINESE COJXCrION. In Septeiber, 1983, Gene Hsiao moved to OSC to devote one-
half titrE there as Reference Librarian while continuing 'work in the Catalog
Dept. one-half tine as East Asian Cataloger. In J.ue 1984 Gene's permanent relo-
cation to OSC was completed. This involved considerable shifting and expansion
of the present rkroom and offices , equi4xint , and shelving . Re will continue
his çki;1 position as Reference/Catalog Librarian in OSC . One or t.x student
assistants from the Catalog Dept.. . will be working here with lthn in his present
office, Room 504.

Gene Hsiao conpleted formal written filing rules for the Chinese and Japanese
catalogs in the spring of 1984, and began a large project of corrections, revis-
ions and maintenance of the Chinese catalog. He also supervised the shift of
the entire Chinese collection, ich was expanded by 38 sections allowing for
ari estimated 3-year' s growth.

JAPANESE COLLECTION. A Japan Fodation grant of $3,000 was awarded the Japanese
Collection for acquisitions of books published in Japan. (Awarded April, 1984).

Nr. T. Katsurana, librarian from Kansai University Library, spent a coirpre-
hens ive, intensive week of observation and investigation of the university' s
library system. Japan area and Library Science personnel planned schedules,
guided and translated for hirn. (January 23-28, 1984).

During the siirmar of 1983, prior to a trip to Japan, Shizüko Radbill inquired
of Japanese librarians at Harvard, Coluthia and Indiana their experience and
evaluation of Japanese vendors. Through their information and her survey of major
Japanese bookdealers and publishers while in Japan, we were able to significantly
improve our acquisitions process for serials as well as uonographs, resulting in
faster service, mich fewer cancellations, and agreennt of soma of the dealers
to search for missing issues, back issues and special requests.

This year special attention was given to requesting gifts and exchanges
through systematic correspondence with universities, research institutes, and
specialized publishers in Japan. The response was great.

MID-EAST/SOUTH ASIA COTJECTIONS. A $1,500 grant was received by the Mid-East
Collection in March fruui the Institute of Turkish Studies, enabling purchase
of basic reference materials from vendors, relations with whom were established
during a trip to Turkey last fall, 1983, by ME/SA supervisor, Margaret Hoell.
These materials had been requested by University of Arizona faculty.

Arabic acquisitions continue on the PL-480 purchases from Cairo and from
vendors in the U.S., but we have discontinued purchasing North African inrints
through Dar Nahj ar.

Desirable materials in Urdu and Hindi were purchased from local used-book
shops, and a gift of 65 titles by Urclu man authors was received in support of

Oriental Studies Departmant programs.
By streamlined processing of available backlog copy, a respectable flow of

cataloging was maintained despite the one-half year absence of a Mid-East cat-

aloger. We continue to originate the cataloging for Mid-East and South Asian
serials



MAJOR STBENCHS

The OSC staff: Mary J. 1'kWhorter, Oriental Studies Librarian (East Asian Division
supervisor and Japan area specialist) and Acting Head Oriental Studies Librarian;
Jo1n:i B . Liu , Oriental Studies Librarian Whina area specialist) ; Gene Hsiao,
Oriental Studies Librarian (one-half tiii Catalog Librarian and one-half tian
Reference Librarian (China area specialist) ; Shiztiko Radbill , Library Assistant II
(Japan area specialist) ; Margaret Hoell, Library Assistant II (Mid-East and South
Asia Division supervisor and area specialist) ; Five to six student assistants.

A major strength and mainstay of OSC is the staff, which is dedicated to con-
tinued growth in knowledge of their specialized areas : China, Japan, and Mid-East!

South Asia. Not only do they .intain an active interest n a wide scope of sub-
jucts in their areas of expertise , but they are involved in a variety of aspects
of librarianship in general and as it relates to their fields . This is reflected
in the attendance and participation in the following activities, classes, confer-
ences and conuiittees:

Gene Hsiao Cormiittee on Pruusit ion and Tenure (UAL). Studies on the Chinese

poet Tu M.i (805-852).

Shizuko Radbill: Library Science courses. Nether of UAL Orientation CoeTnittee.
Acquisitions business for OSC when on trip to Japn.

Margaret Hoell: Annual Meeting of the Middle-East Library Association and Middle
East Studies Association. Elected to the Board of Governors of
the University of Arizona Near East Center. UAL Mid-East/South
Asia Acquisitions Coninittee. Visited vendors and bookstores for
acquisitions while on trip to Turkey last fall. Prepared t
exhibits for OSC on Anatolian civilizations and on the Arab rld.

Presented a slide lecture on Turkey for the Library Staff Assoc-
iation.

John B. Liu: Conducted acquisitions business when in Taiwan arid Hong Kong.
Prepared exhibit coninenDrating the World Wide Conference on
Cultures of Northern China, spring 1984.

Mary Mchorter: Panelist on Library CouTnittee at the WCAAS (Western Conference of
the Association of Asian Studies held this year at Arizona State
University, Tempe. Appointed nEither of the sub-coninittee on
Japanese materials of the CEAL (ConTnittee on East Asian Libraries)
of the Association of Asian Studies. Planning Council for UAL.

Student Assistants. Students from many countries represented by the vernacular
collections in OSC, as well as Amsrican students of Oriental Studies, give high
caliber service and support for OSC. The language requirant alone makes them
valuable as sources of inforinat ion for our patrons.

Oriental Studies Faculty. The interest and support of the faculty through their
n departnental library coninittees, the University FLAC Caiinittee, and on indi-

vidw1 liaison with the nrbers of the OSC staff, is valued and encouraged by OSC.
It is extrenEly important to rk closely to build the kinds of collections which
will best support their curricular and research needs. We strongly support each

other.

The Collections. By building to our strengths, we are able to support expanding
programs, both undergraduate and graduate levels. East Asian language and ling-

uistics, Wanan' s Studies in Asia, Buddhist Studies, Chinese Literature and Lang-
uage, Arabic Language and Literature, History, and Social Studies are a few of

the strengths.

Experience. Staff tethers' years with OSC range from 8 to 20 years. These years
of ecperience, working with faculty and other departrrEnts of the library, make for
a staff which is particularly valuable to general users, faculty, and studients--
especially in reference and bibliographic service.



MMOR LIMLTAIONS

Budget Limitations:
Acquisitions. We are now fully realizing the impact of having to pay for

heretofore free PL-480 materials (Arabic) on the OSC budget. Vernacular materials,
plus cost of shipping and postage keep going up, and many of our fields of ac-
quiring for research materials and new programs in the Oriental Studies Departnnt
are especially expensive. We uld like to see a rate of increase in our acquisi-
tions budget corrparable to the overall 10% increase for the University of Arizona

Library.

Student Wages. Especially in the areas of Mid-East/South Asia, tiere the filing

for both regular and uncataloged materials represents the largest problan of need
for nore student help, do need an increase. Margaret Hoell and Shizuko Radb ill
have had to assiuiE responsibilities of former full-tine staff nEmbers, librarians
who are no longer working in their respective areas. They uDst urgently need tiore

student help to maintain the catalogs, bindery, serials, etc.
Gene Hsiao's relocation to OSC necessitates tiore student help, and John Liu

has requested trore student hours for Chinese serials.

Salaries. There has been the extra burden on the career staff nthers,
trEntioned above, and at the sr tiii no marit uoney available. These staff
nthers have been recorrrrEnded for reclassification with salary increases, and
we urge funding for these new positions.

Space Limitations:

While appreciative of the Library Office' s cooperation and rapid response
to our requests, and whereas the staff is adjusting to the less than ideal (in
some areas) solution to the recent relocation of Gene Hsiao to OSC, the loss of
one workroom and the subsequent use of study carrels as office and working areas,
is not a satisfactory solution to these needs for daily operations.

An area for Chinese and Japanese backlog is urgently needed. These materials

should be noved to the SciencefEngineering Library and as close to OSC as is

practical.
Mid-East/South Asia stacks are rapidly filling, and we will have to look to

a solution doring the coming year.



F1JURE GOATS

L To keep reasonable staticstics on the ixrpact of having only one-half
tizrE cataloging of Chinese and Japanese materials, especially for the
purposes of assessing the kinds and anolt of assistance necessitated by
Cene Hsiao's split position. e

Analyze routines, rkloads and staffing in the Mid-East/South Asia
collections with the goal of realizing the aroiit and kinds of staffing
needed in the next year, as well as preparing for the 2-5 year future.

Continue during 1984-1985 assessing the space needs and to propose possible
solutions for the following:

Office space expansion
Location of backlog for East Asia Division
Stack space for the Mid-East/South Asia Collection

OSC staff proposes to maet regularly to establish joint departmental goals
and to evaluate whether we are treting these goals. Records of these TrEet-
ings can be used for input into next year' s annual report.

Prepare a newsletter as a courrunique to Oriental Studies faculty. Quarterly
issues have been proposed with the first issue to be sent during the first
tv eks of the fall semester.
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Sunmary

Renovation of the Science-Engineering Library facilities dominated
the year's activities, though many other projects were completed
by the staff. From December to May, reference staff offices were
constructed, the reference collection was weeded and shifted, the
staff lounge was enlarged, administrative offices were
reconfigured, the Photocopy center was relocated near the Reserve
Book Room and the Current Periodicals and Microforms Room,
collections in the latter room were shifted and rearranged and a
new staff office for the CPMR staff was built.

Through the din of jackhaminers and the dim haze of plaster dust,
service on the "front lines" continued without interruption and
the number of reference transactions, instruction sessions and
computer searches increased once again. Working from temporary
offices ill-suited to the conduct of regular work the staff
nonetheless accomplished a record number of important projects.
Though we lost two librarians in the second semester, Ralph
Espenshade through retirement, and Chris Sherratt through
relocation of her husband, we have added Charlene Morse who has
extensive experience in technical libraries and hope to add a life
sciences ecialist this summer. Carol Scalzo joined the staff as
the Office Secretary and brought with her excellent word
processing skills and an appreciated sense of humor and
surportiveness.

The Catalog Maintenance Office staff worked diligently to ke up
with the many major changes in our catalog. They spread the
catalog, closed the catalog, and compacted the catalog; learned
new filing rules for the new catalog, took care of a drastic
increase in the number of corrections and other maintenance tasks
in the old catalog, supported the reference weeding project and
remained cheerful throughout their stay in temporary quarters in
the elevator lctby in the basement.

The Current Periodicals and Microforms Room staff planned the
total rearrangement of the room and kept up with the processing
and reshelving/refiling of their rapidly growing collections.

Major projects accomplished or begun this year were many and
contributed greatly to our ability to improve the quality of
service.

The Library Instruction Project has made significant progress.
The strong support of the Wildlife Division faculty has been
gained and strides have been made toward drafting the content of
instructional sessions for the students in the Division. SEL
librarians have assisted the Library Instruction librarians in
this project which we hope will serve as a model for future
efforts.



WJOR SRENCIHS

As always, the knowledge, experience, and special dedication of
our SEL staff is the major strength that allows us to continue to
improve our service to the scientific community on campus. Our
career staff are thoroughly trained in their responsibilities and
have a superior grasp of the complexities of organizing
collections and access tools to facilitate use of our resources.
A broad knowledge of the scientific literature, an up-to-date
understanding of computerized data bases, and an impressive array
of subject specialties characterize our reference staff. Most
important of all, the entire staff demonstrate a commitment to
teamwork, sharing, and quality public service. Without this
commitment our limited number of staff could not adequately serve
our varied and various publics as well as we do.

In addition to staff strengths, our renovated facilities will
definitely aid us in better serving our patrons. Suçort from the
Library administration to implement all the major recommendations
of our Planning Study, to add 1/2 FTE to our professional staff,
and to support our efforts to make fuller use of computer
technology, is appreciated and considered crucial to our success
in meeting the needs of researchers on campus.

This year, we are especially grateful to the staff in Technical
Service departments for assisting us in achieving some of our
objectives. Access to in-process items through GEAC, selection
and priorty cataloging of items from the backlog, staffing our
Catalog Assistance Desk and upgrading of the authority work in our
catalog have been of immeasurable help in reference. Greater
contact and cooperation in acquiring serials and monographs and an
increase in our allocated budget have also been important. The
Loan Department has also been very helpful in providing us special
reports for analyzing use of our collection and in refining the
profiling capabilities of the New Accessions List. Greater
involvement in the total planning process through the Planning
Council and a recognition of the interdependence of departments in
technical services and the SEL will continue to make us a better
library.

The University's interest in expanding the utilization of computer
technology for all functions and areas on campus and the renewed
commitment to strengthen the Library's collections will add to the
future strength of the SEL. Meeting the information needs of
scientific researchers is becoming more and more difficult and
complex. Computers and strong collections as well as adequate
staffing are what we need to help the University reach its goal of
being a major center for scientific research and e3ucation.



In the area of online searching we have begun to utilize the
microcomputer to increase the efficiency of searchers and to
experiment with expansion of our capabilities for the delivery of
information. We added three new vendors, Questel, CAS Online
and Pergamon Infoline, thus expanding the number and kind of
databases to which we have access. A cooperative project has been
inititated with the Chemistry and Biochemistry departments to
provide "end-user" access to faculty and graduate students in
those departments and to jointly share the costs of this kind of
specialized info rmat ion access.

Collection development continued to be an important part of our
work. This year an assessment of collection needs resulted in
upgrading of our support for computer science, robotics, and
textiles. Our journal holdings were checked against the PASCAL
list of internationally recommended titles and gaps were
identified which we will attempt to fill next year. Review and
selection of the conference literature increased and at the same
time, we looked for expensive, no-use titles to eliminate,
especially concentrating on sources that were now available
online. Cancellation of our subscription to Bulletin Signaletique
resulted in a savings of $5200, and reprofiling of our NTIS SRIN
technical report collection should result in a savings of $7,000
per year.

In reference, we welcomed Technical Services staff to our Catalog
Assistance Desk, integrated the use of online databases for ready
reference searching, and reviewed and updated the collection.

SEL staff served on a record number of committees in support of
planning the on-line catalog, developing CARS policies, filling
department head vacancies, planning intruction, keeping the LSA
and the L'A active and positive support organizations.

In summary, this was certainly one of our most active and busy
years, including staff changes, building changes, greater and more
effective use of the computer technology available to us and
continued changes in the organization of the catalog.



JOR LI MITATIONS

For yet another year, funding of staff reclassifications were held
to a minimum. Only two of our seven reclassification requests
received funding. Several of our positions have been
underciassified for over two years and there is a critical need to
begin to recognize the hard work and dedication of the people in
these jobs and to reward them for the specialized and complex work
that they do here in the Library. The experience they now bring
to their positions is truly irreplaceable.

Although we have been fortunate to have gained approval for a new
1/2-time professional, thanks to the support of the Head of the
Catalog Department, the additional staffing will only allow us to
keep our collective head above the rising waters of increased
demand. Our reference staff of 6 professionals and 1 Library
Assistant serve students and faculty in some 15 science
departments in the College of Arts and Sciences as well as the the
many departments in the Colleges of Engineering, Mines, Earth
Sciences, Pharmacy, Agricultural and the Optical Sciences
Department and the School of Home Ecxnomics. With the emphasis on
science on this campus we ought easily to be able to justify astaff twice our size and begin to serve the different
specializations in the various disciplines. Realistically
bpeaking, we need to d at least one more position, to be able to
follow through on modest plans to keep up with adequate modest
objectives.

The collection continues to be strengthened but we suffer from a
lack of access to technical standards and the need to rely on ILL
to obtain patents for our users from ASU's depository collection.
We hope to have some alternatives to propose that will increase
our ability to deliver these important publications in a timely
manner. Telefacsimilje transmission, online ordering, and
microfiche subscription services are being investigated.

Although our facilities have been greatly improved, we still are
hampered in providing physical access to the collection by the
unreliable state of the elevators. On any one day, one or all
elevators may be down, or their erratic behavior will caution
anvne from using them. Doors stick, trapping people inside until
a staff member can "bang them open," doors don't close, cars get
stuck between floors temporarily, cars don't stop on certain
floors. Access for the handicapped can never be counted on.
Repairmen make visits three to five to seven times a week. The
University must begin to view this situation as more than a mere
inconvenience and a plan for replacement must receive priority
consideration in any plans to upgre campus facilities.

As we enter into serious planning for an online catalog there is
concern that our building cannot adequately support the electrical
requirements of such a system. A thorough review of the
building's capabilities ought to be on next year's agenda if we
are to be ready for these developments.



FUTURE PLANS

In FY '84-85, we look forward to filling our professional
vacancies and serving our patrons in our newly-renovated
environment. In addition to continued planning for changes in our
cataloging processes and access, we have a lengthy list of
projects to be completed. The list includes the development of a
Reference Training Manual, the creation of "Pathfinder" guides to
our collections, a guide to science-related government documents
in the Library system, and more Spanish-language guides to our
Library and our agriculture sources. These were all on our list
last year, but construction and ever-increasing demands for
computer searches and committee work seems to have gotten in the
way of completing them. The Library Instruction project should
greatly benefit the students in the Wildlife Division courses and
will give us a useful model on which to continue to build--if
staff support is forthcoming.

In the area of computer searching we will begin to involve more
and more faculty in end-user searching where feasible, and hope to
make use of the microcomputer to provide a broader range of
information delivery services to faculty and grauate students. We
also hope to extend our efforts to make faculty more aware of the
total resources of the SEL and will try organizing "update"
sessions for them and for their research assistants. An
orientation session for secretarial staff, who assist faculty in
their library research is also planned.

The Catalog Maintenance staff will attempt to keep abreast of
developments in the Catalog Department and keep up with the
continuous maintenance of the old and new catalogs. Constant
growth of the current periodicals and microforms collections will
keep the staff in that area very busy processing new titles,
reshelving and ref jung. Maintaining good records and an
organized collection in this room is a key part of our overall
service.

Last, but not least, we look forward to the installation of
workable and aesthetic sign system in the SEL--an item that has
been in our plans for many years now.

In contrast to 1983-84, FY 1984-85 should be one of steady
progress and gradual increase in service--a return to normalcy
after a year of drastic change and intense pressure. As our
building facade was removed this past year, we smilingly spoke of
"losing our marbles." In all of our changes, truly we have gained
a new face and a renewed sense of direction, and we all eagerly
head into what we hope will truly be a "marbieless" year.



SHELLEY PHI PPS

HEAD, SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY
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1983/84 STATISTICS
SCIENCE-EN3INEERIÑ3 LIBRARY
REFERENCE/INSTRUCTION SERVICES

(CONTINUED CN NEXT PAGE)

A. 82/83 83/84aiCE 1I
39,8621 38,940 -2%IEI2E API

REFERENCE )OM 29,250 29,077 0%
LIBRARY SEILLS 5401 7492 39%
CURRENT PERIOUICALS &

MICIOFORMS 10,072 9,114 -10%

DIc'rIatL 'flANCrI(z 12,384 12,195 -15%
REFERENCE 1)OM 7,314 7,976 9%
LIBRARY SEULS 375 609 62%
CURREITT PERIOUICALS &
MICÑFORMS RXA 4,695 3,610 -23%

REFER 4 AL CrI
(REF/DIR, ISP) 37,4791 38,411 2%

WR 'IUL flACfl Cl/DIm 14,767 12,724 -14%

L L fl 52,246 51,135e -2%

B. 1in-AIS1 R'ER.iiic
450 468 4%SFAIHES

READY REFERENCE SEA1HES 156g 538 204%

606 1,006 66%

C. J-RELA) flriaiuiON
COURSES 17 13 -24%
SESSIONS 86 45 -48%
STUDENTS ATTEMflÑ3 1,391 768 -45%

D. 4fl11
LIA1 DnU!I'I (Includes
presentations to Faculty)

SESSIONS 10 18 80%
ATTE?DIÑ3 187 190 2%



'Jul-Dec (379) This figure includes transactions involving LSP staff. Jan-Jun
(161) is SEL staff only.

2 staff only (does not include ISP staff assigned to SEL).

3During 83/84 the Reference 1om and CPMR underwent renovation from Dec-Mar.

4Ready Reference Searching, at the Reference Desk, was begun January 25, 1983.

5SFI limited instructional activities pending review of sane in relation to
OMS grant.



1983/84 STATISTICS
SCIEE-EI3INEERIÑ3 LIBRARY

cOLLECTION siwrisrics

A. CTWIJi'ION SIZE 82/83 83/84 83/84

wJRAI'ds/SEPJMß
tJID VOLUMES 343,7101 17,008 360,5801 5%

<VOLUMES WITHDRAWN> <138>

(Note: Serial unbound adds (but not periodical adds) are included in these
figures. For 83/84, serial unbound adds totalled 2,740 volunes.)

'After withdrawals and transfers.

2Withdrawals included Cliinatography of the States, Climatic &urnary, Vital
Statistics, Daily River Stages - all transferred to Main Docs. and wit]rawal
of duplicates.

3Titles transferred to stacks.

MIQ4S 943,434
MICÑJCARDS 86,000
MICIFILI4 5,847
MIFIHE (CR) 851,587

85,302
0

215
85,087

1,028,736
86,000
6,062

936,674

9%

0%
4%
9%

[CATALOGED] 1 47,925] [13,969] E 61,894] [23%]
[DOE] [477,929] [30,093] [508,022] E 6%]
[NTIS] [206,261] [34,375] [240,636] [14%]
[NACA] E 14,500] 0 E 14,500]
[NASA.] E 92,894] 1 4,220] 1 97,114] 1 4%]
[GPO] 1 12,078] 1 2,430] 1 14,508] [17%]
[GPO Sci Ref] E 1,831] -

D0Q1(11'S 24,431 1,141 24,751 1%
<DCCTJAEN'rS WITHDRAWN> <821>2

FIlE 1,718 0 1,718 0%

TÇJ]iL F11S 1,312,293 103,451 1,414,785 7%
<ITEMS WITHDRAWN 82/83> <959>

'IUThL '1ThI IN L
(?IJGRAIS/RIALS) 147,689 6,620 154,255 4%

<TITLES WITHDRAWN> <54>

WRIcDIcAL T1L&S
IN WR 4,036 195 4,185 4%

<TI'rLEs WIRAWN>3 <46>



1983/84 &TM'ITICS
SCIE E-EÑINEERIÑ LIBRARY
OLLECICN &'TAI'IS'TICS (p.2)

B. LIIj G1Of1 82/83 83/84

GR/RW
BO(K VOUJMES ALED 19,081 17,008 -10%

iiicioi.s A1X 99,270 85,302 -14%

MICIOCA1S O O O

MICIFIL1'1 220 215 - 2%

MIC1OFICHE (C1!IR) 99,050 85,087 -14%

*Collection growth statistics indicate the amount of processing done by
staff and the % change should indicate increasing or decreasing rate of
science acquisitions.

[CATAILGED] ( 8,0181 [13,9691 E 74%]

[DOE] 1 37,993] [30,093] E 20%]

(ÑTIS] E 43,4011 [34,375] [-20%]

[CM O O E 0]
E 5,017] [4,220] [-15%]

[GPO] E 4,621] 12,4301 E-47%]

noaiirs 750 1,141 52%

O O OPMPHLEI' FILE

'!IU1L flS AII 119,101 103,451 -13%

¶WIT4L WII1RI.S <7,823> <959> -87%

N'r GED1 (I'IIS ND) 111,278 102,492 -7%



1During Dec-Mar 83/84, SEL was undergoing major renovation in the Current
Periodicals & Microforms Room and the Reference Room.

2Resbelving for CPMR and Reference is based on saxr1e day counts. Goy. Docs.
resl1ving is based on a weekly count.

A.

1983/84
SCIECE-EGINEERfl3

MIx*'cwS (a!R)

IW2ISTICS
LIBRARY

USE STATISTICS

(IN-Rn4 fl j a1JIATIfl
MICIOFIU4 4,066 3,504 -14%
MICICAIS 32 0
MICFICHE 3,143 2,879 - 8%

LAEC/E1A/DOE] [1,115] [1,269] [-14%]
[Ic.SPJ E 494] E 552] E 12%]
ENrIS] [1,067] E 770] [-28%]
(CIPHER: CATALOGED & GPO] E 467] E 282] E 40%]

'IU1?L MI«1?0114 IN-1«4 U

B.

MD cIuii 7,241 6,3831 -12%

uJiziT PrKIIcAtß (cIMR)

CIECUIATION w noio 4,778 3,488 -27%
RESHELVII (IN-1JI USE)2 73,386 zxt avail. -

78,164T1IL PIIALS u.

C. IR12 axii

40,477 35,3741 -13%

D. DOP1L'S

RESHELVIÑ3 932 844 - 9%



Jj

Nc a 'n

LIPR.PY

1h p)ar ¡n preni htes ,earesent the total number of journals
e':ared In tif cl since July 1975.

ìf ilaeFe 75, 11 cre cIE,ssed ÇA 75-76.

G.

SC

it 'P

W). ('F

' r\ 'rp, i Y i 93 - 30

lLES O j,

Sb).

JUNE 1984

CLASS. JIO. QE. TITLES

S

SB

SD

9 63
5 50
1 12-

(21) SF 3 47
SH -- lo
SK

ç' 1 (4fl 18 (187)
Qr (11g)
ÇE (12)
Pc 12 (80) T 4 25

ÇD lu (8:) TA 10 64
TC -- 12

QH 11 (80) TO -- 24
(3S) TE -- 1

QL 10 (5) TF -- O

Qp (2' TG -- O

PP 2 (31) TH 1 7

TJ 4 40
TK 8 50

pr, (fS4) TL
TN

3
5

16
28

TP 9 31

R 13 TR 1 5

RA 8 TS 12 24

RE I lT -- (4)
RC: TX (12)
RE o
IF 5 57 (343)
R(

Ri
U 1 6

RI o
¿16)

Ps (3) V

o
177 (1338)
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Summary.

The 1983/84 fiscal year was characterized by increased patron usage,
especially by faculty and staff preparing histories for the University
Centennial; a large number of significant additions to the Arizona and
Southwestern Collections; and new forms of access were created through
the Arizona Biographical File Index (D'Antonio) and Arizona Statistical
Sources (McKay).

Manuscript processing decreased during the year although the processing
of photographs (Ball), pamphlets (Ball, Robrock) and 050 and 090 materials
increased. Through a request from the National Park Service, a project to
film (microfiche) the Hubbell Papers was begun in the spring. Oversize
shelving was added to complete the storage available for manuscripts and
oversized books.

John McKay joined the department July 1 and has increased the acquisitions
of state, county and municipal documents, organized the documents backlog,
developed a documents newsletter as well as a revised edition of Arizona
Documents in the University of Arizona Library and has kept the staff
(S/C, CRD) informed of new acquisitions of general interest. Although
the ASU-produced KWOC Index provides the most comprehensive access to
state documents, by year's end a procedure was developed to provide timely,
full cataloging of an increased number of state and local documents.

The 1983/84 fiscal year was notable for the significant increase in
gifts, gifts from the Friends of the University of Arizona Library and the
acquisition of important works for the Arizona and Southwestern Collections.
Gifts included a number of landmark books in the history of science as
well as two notable manuscript collections: the Jacome Papers and the
Bart Bok Papers. Gifts from the Friends included two rare pamphlets by
General George Crook on the closing days of the Apache campaigns in Arizona,
Printer's Choice: A Selection of American Press Books, 1968-1978, and a
new fine press edition of Tucsonan Charles Finney's The Circus of Dr. Lao.
A summary of Friends' contributions was published using the Friends' new
bookplate as title: Gift of the Friends of the University of Arizona Library
(Hieb). The Special Collections Rare Book Fund was used to add to the
Black Sparrow Press Archives, the Restoration Drama collection and our
holdings of fine press materials. The most significant additions, however,
were made to the Arizona and Southwestern Collections: fiction, classics
in archaeology and ethnography, history, description and travel were
purchased from several new sources.

The staff as a whole promoted the use of materials located in Special
Collections. Several contributed to the S/C exhibit calendar: Kurt Vonnegut
(Robrock); Joyce Carol Oates (Acquisitions, Hieb); Artist's Books (Studio
Art); William Morris and the Kelmscott Press (Hieb); James Laughlin and
New Directions (Hieb); Gifts of the Friends of the University of Arizona
Library (Hieb); and two traveling exhibits (Hieb, Robrock). Articles were
contributed to the Arizona Alumnus (Ball) and Phoebus (Hieb) and reviews
appeared in Arizona and the West and The American Indian Culture and Research
Journal (Hieb). A descriptive bibliography of our holdings of works designed
by Merle Armitage was prepared (D'Antonio). Lectures were given to the
Westerners, Writers of the Purple Sage, GLS, Studio Art, Art History,
Continuing Education, etc. (Hieb) and staff were active participants in
the Arizona Historical Convention (Hieb), Arizona Paper and Photograph
Conservation Group (President, Hieb) and the Coordinating Committee for
Arizona History (Robrock).



Major Strengths.

Special Collections has three major strengths--collections, staff
and an active concern for conservation--which contribute to a fourth--
service.

As noted, major additions were made to the collections in Special
Collections during the 1983/84 fiscal year. Nevertheless, budgetary
constraints reduced rare book purchases to a few items. The Friends
provided generous support throughout the year but purchases were limited
to new titles during the final quarter.

A number of staff accomplishments have been noted in the Summary.
Through either directional or reference assistance Mary O'Neill provided
nearly 50% of the department's direct contact with students, staff,
faculty and visitors. She has been a consistent credit to the Library
in providing polite, knowledgable and efficient service. Lynn D'Antonio
has directed students in shelving, inventory assignments and special
projects (e.g., sorting and identifying photographs), updated several
guides, maintained the card catalog in excellent order, etc. David
Robrock answered over 80 reference letters during the year, provided
excellent reference service during peak use times, provided precatalog
processing of all new acquisitions and became a major contributor to the
Arizona Index. In spite of illness, Phyllis Ball worked throughout the
year on a major manuscript collection from St. Michaels, processed
pamphlets and photographs, provided special reference assistance for
Centennial historians and maintained her status as "University Archivist"
through various other projects including two small manuscript collections.
Stephanie Aziza also joined the staff during the 1983/84 fiscal year.
Stephanie has made serial problems a matter of routine and has dealt
with serials with a quiet but tenacious competence. Louis Hieb has
directed collection development, worked with dealers and donors and
spent extensive amounts of time on library administrative committees.



Major Limitations.

Although the 1983/84 fiseal year was a comparatively quiet year
unmarked by staff turnover or major policy changes, a number of concerns
may be listed.

A number of factors (half-time staff, increased volume of additions,
pressure from researchers, processing strategies) are contributing to
an increasingly large backlog of unprocessed manuscript collections.

An approach needs to be agreed upon which will increase access
and enhance the conservation of our photographic collections.

Although additional shelving was added to Special Collections,
we have inadequate storage space for future additions to the manuscript
backlog.

Although significant inroads have been made in the 050 and 090
backlogs, a large number and a growing number of rare and important works
requiring original cataloging are to be found in the S/C backlogs. At
year's end a routine was established to move some of these materials
through cataloging (10 items every two weeks).



Future Plans.

Collection Development. Special Collections will continue to define
its areas of interest and plan for their development in response to the
research interests of the University and the State of Arizona. A Collection
Development Policy, developed in 1982, has proven to be a helpful, general
guide. The acquistion of state and local documents is now under control.
A systematic review of our holdings against selected major research
bibliographies and the development of a desiderata file needs to be
undertaken.

Accessibility. Special Collections will continue to develop tools
(special files, inventories) to increase points of access to materials
already located here. At the same time, all new materials added to our
collections on OCLC will also be included in the GEAC data base and plans
are being made to input the S/C backlog into GEAC as well. Beyond this,
consideration is being given to the use of a microcomputer in developing
and updating guides to the collections and in facilitating the development
of inventories to manuscript collections.

Conservation. The University of Arizona Library has the only adequate
temperature/humidity/lighting controlled stack area in any major educational
or research facility in the state. Special Collections staff will continue
to identify books which require repair or restoration and have the necessary
work accomplished. Reversable conservation techniques will be used on maps
and photographs. Consideration is being given to developing a photocopy
access to much used files of photographs. Several major microfilming
projects are under consideration to reduce the bulk and deteriorating
condition of large but low research potential manuscript collections
(including segments of unprocessed collections).

Promotion. The staff of Special Collections will continue to promote
the knowledge and use of Special Collections through lectures, exhibits,
publications and comunication with faculty. The University Centennial
year affords a unique opportunity to work with faculty and staff and
to promote the use of our materials. The 1983/84 fiscal year has been
a very rewarding one for Special Collections in its relationship with
the Friends of the University of Arizona Library and we plan to expand
and enhance this relationship in the year to come.
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Summary

The Implementation of the automated accounting system during the
past year is certainly the most notable activity. With minor
problems and adjustments, we were able to begin the new fiscal
year on the system and it is now running smoothly. Daily access
to encumbrance and expenditure data, running totals on approval
plan expenditures, expansion of subject funds, and a variety of
other data elements are now providing us with much better and more
current information on the expenditure of the materials budget.

Staff turnover within the Department was greater than in any year
¡n the almost ten that I have been here. Two librarians, Mary
Black and Nancy Palmer, terminated this year and for most of the
year one position or the other was vacant. Within the career
staff more than half of the positions were open at some time
during the year. They included: Clerk Typist I, Clerk Typist lI,
Accounting Clerk Il, Accounting Clerk Ill, Library Assistant il
(bibliographic searching) and Library Assistant li (check-in).
Despite this depressing turnover, the work of the Department did
not seem to suffer. A great strength of this Department is the
knowledge and willingness of staff members to help out in other
areas when needed.

The acquisition of materials appears to be entering a no growth
phase. During the 1983/84 year, the item count of materials
processed through the Department dropped substantially from the
previous year in spite of an increase of over $150,000 in the
monographs budget. Despite the decline ¡n overall item count, the
number of books purchased has increased somewhat; the decline
appears mostly in microform units and other non-book materials.
This reflects the uncertainties of Librarians within Acquisitions
regarding the budget and a reluctance to commit the Library to
expensive purchases. Thus a shift away from non-traditional
formats -- fiche, film -- usually more expensive than books. This
return to more traditional buying patterns is likely to continue
unless a substantial increase in the materials budget occurs. The
budget has decreased in the past two years, buying power has been
eroded through inflation, and serials are requiring a higher
percentage of the budget each year.

Some progress has been made during the past year with the
Llbrary'sexchangeagreements. Though more work is still to be
done, all exchanges have been brought up to date and an evaluation
and weeding program has been initiated. With the help of the
Serials Department, the acquisition of Arizona material is

proceeding smoothly. With the addition of a staff member
responsible for Arizona material to the Special Collections
Department, material is now being requested and ordered on a
regular basis. Acquiring state documents on a systematic basis is
a difficult and tedious task and all of us involved in the process
are pleased that it is finally getting the attention it deserves.

The ninth annual book sale was a success as always. Profits this
year were a little more than $5,000.00. As in past years the
money was used to purchase additional copies and replacements of
heavily used material.



Strength s

The colIecton confinues to be our greatest strength and source of

pride. Though It Is becoming ncreasngy dlfflcult to purchase
collections because of the dupITcaton rate, occasionally a
collection will come to our attention that merits purchase. One
such coflection was purchased this year -- a 645 volume collection

on Russian and Sovet Art. The Importance of the collection lles
in the number of pre-revolutlonary ImprInts included which are now
virtually unobtainable because of export restrictIons. The
purchase will augment our already excellent art holdings and will
add support to courses taught in the Russian Department.

After nearly ten years of negotiation, a microfilm copy of A
Tribuna lmprensa has been received from the University of
Brasilia. Two hundred and twenty volumes were dlsbound and
rebound 1- accomplish this filming. The University of Arizona now

holds the only microfilm in the United States of this important
daily published between 1949 and 1968 and essential to the
research of a member of our faculty and his graduate students.

With support from the History Department, the Department has
embarked on a project to analyse and upgrade the Librarys

Medieval and Renaissance holdings. Using bibliographies provided
by the History Department and the J1edievai and Renaissance
Location Guide .j jJ University .çj North Carol ¡na, the Department
compared current holdings with the printed lists. The results of
this analysis indicated that our core collection is quite strong
but a large number of important materials are lacking. The
Department has since established standing orders for several major
monographic series and identified others for purchase in the near
future. Extensive desiderata lists have been generated as a
result of the project. At the conclusion of this project the
Library's collection of Medieval and Renaissance materials should
provide a rich resource for researchers at the University.

Gifts to the Library have remained relatively consistent: 1983/84

(13,414), 1982/83 (17,073), 1981/82 (13,662), 1980/81 (9,058),
1979/80 (8,871), 1978/79 (14,250), 1977/78 (13,071), 1976/77
(16,118). Several notable gifts were received that deserve
mention: a small but important collection of Dylan Thomas
material; major additions to the Judiaca collection; a collection
of books on UFOs and astrology that complements our strong
astronomy and planetary sciences holdings. The Library also
received the working collection of two sociology professors. This
collection consisted of some two thousand items including several
complete sets of census reports. Journals and government
publications made up the majority of the collection but several
important treatises concerning the regional development of the
United States in the early Twentieth Century accompanied the
collection. The addition of this gift to the Library makes
available a large amount of material needed for basic research on
U.S. society.



Limitations

Limitations are essentially unchanged from previous years.
Selection of materials continues to be the most serious problem.
Our continuing emphasis on retrospective materials means the
Acquisitions Librarians are spending increasing amounts of time on
book selection, yet some areas remain without adequate coverage.
The Social Sciences continue to be the most serious problem,
though the situation will improve with the addition of Stephen
Bosch to the librarian ranks. The loss of Mary Black has created
problems in our coverage of contemporary British and American
literature, however. There are whole areas of knowledge that are
largely ignored and we cannot respond to the pressures to build
collections in new program areas.

The bibliographic search unit's level of production will be
impossible to maintain if the student wages budget is not
increased for the upcoming year. The opening of the new catalog
has caused a dramatic Increase in the work of the bIbI lographic
search unit. Twenty percent is a conservative estimate as to the
increment of work flow of this unit.

Presently, students are being used to search materials that have
been received on approval plans, blanket orders, or standing
orders in the old catalog before the in-process records are filed
In the new catalog. Previously, these materials were never
searched, but were filed by department staff. Due to the large
variety of incoming materials, the In-process records will
continue to require searching before they are filed.

in the near future, lt will also become necessary to search all
purchase requests in both the old and new catalogs. Currently,
the Department is searching the old catalog, then filing orders in
the new catalog. This procedure has worked In the past due to the
small number of records in the new catalog. However, as the new
catalog becomes larger and more complex, this procedure will
become unworkable. Very soon filing of new orders will not be
sufficient to identify all possibilities of duplication. To avoid
this high rate of duplication we should start searching the new
catalog. Beginning with the Fall 1984 semester, we plan to search
all purchase requests in both catalogs.

Preservation of the existing collection is an increasing problem.
We should be devoting a substantial amount of time to the
preservation and restoration of materials instead of the smal I
amount of effort and funding that we are currently devotIng to
this area. We should at minimum double our actIvity. We are,
however, continuing to Identify and treat a modest number of
fragile and damaged books as they come to our attention. This
year 595 titles were evaluated for repair, replacement or
withdrawal and received the following treatment: 144 (24%) of the
titles were designated for minor repair and rebinding; 254 (42%)
were withdrawn; 197 (33%) were considered for replacement with
similar or identical editions. One item had to be microfilmed as
it was past restoration and a replacement copy could not be
located. Ideally, we should have addItional funding for staff and
equipment to microfilm, rebind, deacidify or encapsulate worn and
fragile items, as needed, in house.



Future plans

Devise a program to monitor and project the student wages budget.

Conduct a number of statistical surveys using computer programs to

produce collection data.

Begin a formal program to have Acquisitions Librarians meet with

faculty on a more regular basis.

Conduct a workshop on selection techniques for interested

librarians and staff if it seems feasible.

Continue the project to upgrade the Medieval and Renaissance

col lection.

Establish an approval plan for selected Russian emigre publica-

tions.
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SUBTOTAL 146,925 SUBTOTAL 49,683

Microforms Microforms

Microfiche 7,1419 Microfiche 14,113
Microfilm 1,0149 Microfilm 666

SUBTOTAL 8,)468 SUBTOTAL 14,779

Media Media

Flimstrips 8 Flimstrips 'O
Discs 31414 Discs 370
Games & Kits 71 Games & Kits 115
Slides 2,657 Slides 5148

Cassettes/tapes 2114 Cassettes/tapes 192
Videocassettes 62 Videocassette s 70

SUBTOTAL 3,356 SUBTOTAL 1,305

19 82-83

Books

1983_814

Books

Firm orders 27,059 Firm orders 29,368
Adds 14,1914 Adds 3,703
Approval Approval
B&T 7,312 B&T 8,023
Bla c kwe 11 2,787 Blackwell 3,198
Harrass. 1,1417 Harrass. 1,075

Classed indep. 14,156 Classed Indep. 14,316

Map s 1,057 Map s 882
Scores 1,2314 Scores 1,728
PL-. 1480 PL-148O

Western 1,162 Western 1,156
Non-Western 3,1914 Non-Western 2,378

Oriental Studies 1,873 Oriental Studies 1,887

GRAND TOTAL 67,269 GRAND TOTAL 63,798



State Funds

3ookS
Serials

Total State Funds

Special Grants

Gifts and Memorials

CONSOLIDATED EXPENDITURE STATISTICS

1983/8'1

$1,319,191.10
1,390,930.90

$2,710,122.00

18,23.35

11,011.61

Total Expenditures $3,139,367.96



EXPENDITURES BY LIBRARY ALLOCATIONS

Total $2,7l0,1400.00 $2,710,122.00

(State Budgeted Fundsi

Fund Allocation Spent

Business/Economics $ 13,600.00 $ 7,851.86
Communications 11,250.00 506.01
Documents 3,1100.00 3,003.811
Education 6,800.00 8,278.99
Fine Arts 52,800.00 56,090.149
Geography/Anthropology 20,400.00 21,253.11
History 68,000.00 73,273.79
Library Science 8,160.00 9,815.21
Literature (English) 50,000.00 117,91414.06

Literature (Foreign) 50,1400.00 51,519.51
Maps 8,500.00 5,652.28
Media-AV 25,500.00 20,14143.36

Media-Books 3,800.00 5,292.09
Music 22,14)40.00 20,1422.90

OSC-Chinese 8,9140.00 14,687.1414

OSC-South Asian 50.0.OQ 1,105.75
OSC-Japanese 16,000.00 12,6814.77
OSC-Mideast/Persian 114,000.00 13,73)4.76
Philosophy/Religion 314,000.00 25,1452.97
Photography 22,176.00 21,5147.08
Political Science/Law 10,200.00 10,6149.60

Psychology 8,500.00 1,376.35
Reference/Bibliography 17,000.00 214,722.114

Sci-Tech Agriculture 8,7214.00 9,859.15
Sci-Tech Engineering 17,14149.00 19,251.86
Sci-Tech Life Sciences 26,17)4.00 114,7145.69

Sci-Tech Medical Sci. 11,365.00 5,1408.07

Sci-Tech Physical Sci. 30,537.00 26,899.51
Sociology 10,200.00 6,1146.68

Special Collect./Ariz. 314,000.00 30,868.714

Special Collect./Rare 19,585.00 26,170.02
Periodicals 1,025,000.00 1,008,815.3)4

Serials 325,000.00 279,183.142
Backfiles 90,000.00 96,390.62
Replacements 10,000.00 6,5)41.52

Approval 100,000.00 1149,992.50

Book Coritin.-ReVo 150,000.00 129,1407.59

Book Contin.-Kardex 50,000.00 145,590.56

Deposit Accounts 28,000.00 29,14145.00

Recurring Charges 58,000.00 52,170.60
Bindery 2014,000.00 182,327.59
Microforms - 7,128.214

Postage/Use Tax 50 ,00:0.0G '136,1470.914



SPECIAL GRANTS

Total $1418,611.30 $14l8,2314.35

Fund Allocation Spent

Auxiliary I (1126797) $329,501.00 $329,1470.03

Auxiliary II (1171087) 75,1914.00 75,0814.92

Book Replacements (209863) 7,358.08 7,395.01

Asset Disposal (680141414) 5,058.22 5,316.00

Turkish Grant (9242509) 1,500.00 968.39



GIFTS AND MEMORIALS

*Made up of donations from the Alumni Foundation and small gifts.

Fund Allocation Spent

Hattich Memorial C3O2458) $ 916.31 $ 616.17

Pickrell Memorial (I3O27Oì ll9.34
Sullivan Memorial C311551) 2,1421.96 2,3lQ28
Lamb Memorial C31401114) 2,0314.149 1,695.53

*Revolving Fund (3021492) 13,368.1411 6,389.63

Total $18,860.514 $ll0ll.6l
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I. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY

The Catalog Department underwent a reorganization ¡n 1983/81+ which was
directly related to achieving its goals for the year. The following factors
influenced the reorganization.

The need to reduce the amount of staff time and effort devoted to
maintaining the card catalog.
The need to examine the library's cataloging processes ¡n preparation
for the online catalog.
The need to continue to control the cataloging backlog.

1+. The need for standard policy manuals in the cataloging sections.

The department's reorganization resulted in the fol low?ng operational
changes.

Catalog Maintenance and AUthority Control Activities.
The Catalog Maintenance Team became the Authority Team. The
section was reduced in size. The professional section head
was replaced by a paraprofessional section head. The
duties of the section were limited to authority control.
Catalog maintenance tasks were transferred to the Typing Section.
All authority work, other than identifying headings which require
authority records, was transferred from the Copy Catalog sections
to the Authority Team.

Cataloging Activities.

The professional librarian position of Catalog Maintenance Section
Head was redefined as Principal Catalog Librarian.
The 050 and 090 copy catalogers were split into two sections with
the 090 copy catalogers coming under the supervision of the Principal
Catalog Librarian.

The reclassification and recataloging copy catalogers were transferred
to the 050 Copy Catalog Section.
The Cataloging Policy Board was formed with representatives from
the Catalog, Serials and Maps departments.

In January 1981+, the author/title catalogs in Main, Science-Engineering Library
and the Media Collection were closed and new author/title catalogs were opened.
To date, the library has received few complaints from patrons on the need to
use two catalogs. It is expected that as the new catalogs grow, patrons will
be more adversely affected by needing to use both catalogs. The closing of
the catalog has had the following poitive effects on the operations in the
Catalog Department and the library.

The amount of staff time spent on maintaining the card catalog has
decreased.
The filing in the catalogs ¡s almost current.
The quality of the cataloging ¡s improving.
There is no processing backlog of 050 materials.
Authority control for the branch collections has evolved into a more
sensible process.
The authority work backlog of many months was processed..
The staff are more conscious of the future online catalog and how
internal operations affect archival tape usage.
The professional catalogers and the Authority Team staff the catalog
assistance desks in Central Reference and the Science-Engineering Library.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The major stengths of the Catalog Department ¡n 1983/84 are divided into
two categories: operational strengths and personnel strengths.

OPERAT I ONAL STRENTHS

The department has good control of the processing backlog. Access
to the materials in the backlog is being improved by adding more
short records to the GEAC database for titles ¡n the backlog.
The catalog assistance desk provides a new service point to library
patrons and is also supplying Catalog Department staff with knowledge
of how patrons access the catalogs. This type of service will be
even more important to the library and its patrons when the online
catalog ¡s installed.
The Cataloging Policy Board ensures that needed policies are written
in a standard format. The board also formally contacts other depart-
ments which are affected by cataloging policy.
The Catalog Department has continued to operate with high cataloging
standards which were strengthened this year by the addition of the
Principal Catalog Librarian position.

PERSONNEL STRENGTHS

With the reorganization of the department, changes were made in the
workf low and assigned duties in many sections. Even those areas
which had no changes made in their tasks were affected by the climate
in the department. The reorganization could not have been successful
without the staff who contributed to the discussions during the
planning process and who were flexible during the implementation of
the new structure. The professional catalog librarians were especially
helpful during the planning phase.
During 1983/84, the student library assistants ¡ri the department

significantly contributed to carryingout the department's operations.
The full-time staff from throughout the department were highly
impressed with the past year's students and with the work that was
accomplished by them. As an added benefit, many of the students were
on the work study payroll.
The section heads continued to provide strong leadership to the staff
in the department. They also assisted in the smooth transition
by being positive and supportive of the department's reorganization.



ILL. MAJOR LLMITATIONS

Processing of 090 Materials

The Catalog Department began to confront an old problem ¡n the department
of having the 090 Copy Catalog Section, the smallest cataloging section,
process the highest percentage of materials in the department. This problem
¡s referred to an an old problem because ft appears that the department
has never had an adequate staff to process 090 materials. A review of the
materials in the "frozen" backlog, shows that the majority of these books
had 090 copy when relegated to the backlog. Although the 050 Copy Catalog
Section has stayed current ¡n their work, the statistics of the section have
dropped. The 090 Copy Catalog Section, however, has not been able to keep
up with new materials entering the section.

Since many of the library's reclassification requests for career staff have
not been funded, transferring and subsequently reclassifying staff from the
050 Copy Catalog Section to the 090 Copy Catalog Section is not viewed as a
feasible solution to the problem. The Catalog Department, therefore, is
redefining the work of the 050 Copy Catalog Section and is transferring tasks
to the section. During this past year, the following tasks were transferred
to the 050 Copy Catalog Section.

I. Descriptive cataloging of UA theses.
Cataloging of selected 090 literature.
Cataloging of selected audio-visual materials.
Cataloging of 050 Russian language materials.
Cataloging of photoreproductions.
Processing added volumes and copies.

In the past month, processing of selected 090 materials at AACR2 level of
description was also transferred to the section. it is hoped that these
measures will begin to solve a problem which has affected the department
for years. if the rate of acquisition increases ¡n the next year, these
measures may not sufficiently solve the problem.

Staffing

In 1983/84, the Catalog Department had a very high rate of turnover of staff
at both the career and professional staff levels. Almost all sections were
affected by the numerous vacancies. The highest turnover has been in the
Typing Section, where Library Clerk ti's are continually finishing their
probation and then transferring to higher classed jobs, primarily outside of
the library.

The department had a total of 7 vacancies at the professional cataloger level.
Three of these vacancies have been filled, four are ¡n the search stage. The
Copy Catalog sections have also experienced a high rate of turnover. Three of
the six 090 Copy Catalogers and five of the nine 050 Copy Catalogers are new
to the sections. The result of this turnover has been constant training in
the sections and a lower overall production rate.

Although the department copes with this problem, it is not really solvable.
in the case of the professional cataloger vacancies, this high vacancy rate
will probably not occur again for two to three years. The department does
reallocate assignments as necessary and the section heads constantly set
priorites based on staffing levels.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

Standards for Catalogers

The cataloging standards of the 050 Copy Catalog Section will be reviewed
this year in order to ìnsure'that the OCLC/MARC fixed field and bibliographic
data that ¡s needed in the online union catalog is being verified.

The department is also working on production standards for the professional
.catalogers. The Copy Catalog sections are also working on redefining current
production standards based on the new flow of work.

Archival Tape Usage

As the advent of the online union catalog comes closer, the recording of
UA Library idiosyncrasies in using the OCLC data base will be more important.
The Catalog Department will be developing a file documenting its use of OCLC.
This goal is a continuation of a similar goal from the past year.

Backlog Review and Cataloging Priorities

Since the backlog review in spring 1983, staff have inquired about conducting
another review. Before the Catalog Department has another review, stricter
guidelines will be developed in cooperation with the other departments in
the library so that the selection problems of the last review will not be
repeated.

Related to the backlog review, is the need to consider setting cataloging
priorities based on subject, language and anticipated use of the materials.
If such priorities are set, it may be possible that some books currently
sent for a nine month hold in the department would be sent for current
cataloging. Conversely, some materials may be set aside in a semi-permanent
backlog after entry or, GEAC.

Science Engineering Librarian

The newly defined position of Science Engineering Librarian with a joint
assignment in both the Catalog Department and the Science-Engineering Library
needs to be closely monitored ¡n this next year. This type of position is
a first for the library system and its success or failure could depend on
the guidance and cooperation of the Head Science-Engineering Librarian and
the Head Catalog Librarian.

GEAC Records for Backlog Materials

The Catalog Department will enter GEAC records for materials ¡n the frozen
backlog. Not only will access for library patrons be increased, but the
Catalog Department's control of the backlog will be enhanced.

GEAC Quality Control

The Head Catalog Librarian will be coordinating meetings with Public Service
librarians and staff in order to reaffirm the need for high quality GEAC
records and responsible use of the GEAC system.
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TABLE 1.

Catalog Department Production: New Books

Type of 1981-82
Cataloging Titles/Volumes

1982-83
Titles/Volumes

1983-8b
Titles/Volumes

OCLC Copy 37,1+80/* 40,182/44,012 36,710/40,752
Cataloging

OCLC Retrospective 988/ 514/529 234/279
Copy Cataloging

OCLC Original l,788/ 3,920/4,421 3,068/3,320
Cataloging

TOTAL OCLC 40, 246/ 43,986/48,962 40,012/44,351
C ATAL 0G I NG

In-house Card 2,726/* 2,095/2,645 2,272/2,531
Product ¡on

Ret rospect ¡ ve

Copy

In-House Card 771/* 1,023/2,296 902/1,459
Production
Original
Cataloging

TOTAL IN-HOUSE 3,497/* 3,1 18/4,941 3,174/3,990
CATALOGING

TOTAL NEW BOOK 43,743/51 ,272 47,104/53,903 43,186/48,228
CATALOGING

ANALYTICS 1,791/1,807 1,641/1,788 694/751
CATALOGING

* Information not available



MUSIC COLLECTION

MATERIALS FOR MEDIA
CENTER

Filmstrips 138 52 49

Games 20 2

Kits 11 11 9

Slides 61 120 24

Phonodiscs 22 14 6

Audio-tapes O O O

Audio-cassettes 55 114 16

Transparencies 2 2 0

Videorecordings 61 53 45

Miscellaneous 6 13 17
(Charts, cards,
realia, etc.)

tr1AL AUDIO-VISUAL 376 381 167

Phonodiscs 388/702 368/681 184/281

Audio-tapes 0 3/46 1/1

Audio-cassettes O 7/7 0

TOTAL SOUND RECORDINGS 388/702 378/804 185/282
FOR MUSIC COLLECTION

MEDIA CENTER (In titles)

TABLE 2.

Catalog Department Production: New Non-Book Materials

Type of
Material

1981-82
Titles/Pieces

1982-83
Titles/Pieces

1983-84
Titles/Pieces

Microfilms 79/352 90/776 31/686
(Titles/Reels)

Microfiche 88/6,071 117/11,862 564/2,194
(Titles/Fiche)

TOTAL MICROFORM 167/6,423 207/12,638 595/2,880
(Ti ties/Pieces)



Arabic 468 793 1,181
Chinese 1,750 1,270 91+0
Hindi 706 392 516
Japanese 61+8 523 542
Panjabi 223 61 78
Persian 107 110 36
Turkish 94 17 35
tJrdu 407 353 636
Other 40 25 63

TOTAL 4,443 3,514 4,027

TOTAL TITLES 11 ,490 11,920 9,560
PROCESSED FOR
BRANCH COLLECTIONS

Catalog Department Production:

TABLE 3.

New Titles Processed for Branch Collections

Branch 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84
Collection Titles Titles Titles

Center for Creative 433 579 527
Photography

Library Science 599 580 630
Collection

Media Center 1+514 145 185

Juvenile 1,127 51+3 203
Col lect ion

Music Collection 2,687 2,627 611

Special 1,747 3,612 3,377
Collections

Oriental Studies
Col lect ¡on

(By language)



TABLE 1

Catalog Department Production: New Titles Added By IC Classification

Classification 1981-82
Titles

1982-83
Titles

1983-84
Titles

A General works 252 255 218
B Philosophy, Psychology & Religion 3,180 3,253 3,176
C Auxiliary Sciences 296 299 275
D History of Europe, Asia,Africa & Oceania 4,119 3,133 3,1+80
E America History of The United States 871 840 643
F History of the U.S. (local) & Latin America 1,559 2,184 1,407
G (except GB-GC) Geography, Anthropogeography, Folklore 931 814 730
GB-GC Physical Geography & Oceanography 150 192 11+8

H-lU Economics 3,778 3,756 3,517
HM-HX Sociology 2,146 1,877 1,815
J Political Science 928 952 948
K Law 822 655 760
L Education 1,363 1,283 1,392
M Music Scores 2,205 2,165 399
ML-MT Music Theory 890 1,076 1,046
N Art 2,117 2,297 1,855
P-PA Philo1og (general), Classical Philology 772 61+2 711
PB-PH Modern Western European Languages 510 537 1+69

PG Slavic Languages 537 1+59 344
PJ-PM Asian, African, American Indian Languages 2,790 1,832 2,205
PN Literary History 964 928 879
PQI-3999 French Literature 740 875 915
PQ4000-5999 Italian Literature 237 319 286

PQ6000-8999 Spanish Literature 1,11+5 1,618 1,237
PQ9000-9999 Portuguese Literature 300 688 314
PR English Literature 2,397 1,961 1,618
PS American Literature 1,834 2,199 1,635
PT German, Dutch, Scandinavian Literature 818 699 510
PZ1-90 Juvenile Literature 696 312 140

Q-QE Pure Sciences 2,576 2,910 2,499
QH-QR Natural Sciences 1,875 1,789 1,1+33
R Medicine 1,289 1,11+6 986
S Agriculture 676 81+3 653
T (except TR) Technology 2,468 3,038 2,736
TR Photography 318 365 347
U-V Military and Naval Sciences 223 221 233
Zl-ll99 Library Sc4ences 684 732 650
Zl200- Bibi io9raphy 801 932 206

PZ200I Science Fiction 353 509 782
Arizona Classification 860 639 488



Volumes Reclassed and Recataloged

TABLE 5.

Catalog Department Production: Other Activities

Type of 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84
Act ¡vity

Withdrawals 1,091+11,71+6 642/1,181+ 620/979
(Ti ties/Volumes)

Added Copies
and Volumes

4,300 4,606 4,329

Added Microforms 4,136 1,359

Titles and Volumes 5,634/6,086 4,693/6,556 5,893/8,107
Reclassed and
Recata loged

(Titles/Volumes)

Volumes Processed
for New Locations

884/1,195

(Titles/Volumes)

No. of Authority 7,238 16,063 15,861+
Records Produced

No. of Cards 646,865 625,150 549,905
Filed in the
Public Catalog

No. of OCLC Cards 597,090 656,305 545,692
Rece ¡ ved

No. of In-House 148,340 144,205 150,070
Cards Made

No. of Harvard 1 ,292 12,771 6,891
Yen-Ch Ing Records

Added to GEAC

'Information not available; included ¡n count of Titles and



TABLE 6.

Catalog Department Production: Bindery/Book Preparation Statistics

SUMMARY SHEET

Type of 1982-83 1983-84
Activity 'i

Bindery--No, of 11,507 13,360
Serial Volumes Bound

Bindery--No, of Books 6,246 6,443
Class A Bound

Bindery--No, of Books 1,450 2,524
Mylar Bound

Bindery--Plo. of Books Not available 166
Foreign Bound

Bindery--No, of Items 698 857
Receiving Special
Binding Treatment

Book Preparations- 18,203 13,448
No. of Books and
1icrofilm Receiving
Extra Processing



Collect ion

Journals

TABLE 7.

Catalog Department Production: Bindery Statistics--Serials

1982-83 1982-83 1982-83 1983-84 1983-84 1983-81
Standard Rush TOTAL Standard Rush TOTAL
Treatment Treatment Treatment Treatment

1Binding of journals was not recorded by most department or branch collections
until November, 1982. Further breakdown by collection occurred in 1983-84
record keeping.

General1 4,416 526
CCP 64 64 161 161
CPMR 3,255 386 3,614 5,567 42 5,609
CPUM 1,107 169 1,276 3,250 60 3,310
CR0 Included in General Count 353 353
Documents 312 119 431 974 267 1,241
Herbarium 14 14 13 13
Library Science 56 56 139 139
Map Collection 24 24 27 27

OSC, Chinese (311) (311)
OSC, Japanese (211) (211)
OSC, Near East (137) (137)

OSC TOTAL 326 326 659 659
Science Reference Included ¡n General Count 498 498
Serials 694 694 1,039 1,039
Special Collections 39 39 190 190
Stack Repair Inciluded ¡n Generai Count 116 5 121

TOTAL Serials 10,307 1,200 11,507 12,135 1,225 13,360
Bound



TABLE 8.

Catalog Department Production: Bindery Statistics--Books

Type of
Binding

1982-83 1982-83
Standard Rush
Treatment Treatment

1982-83
TOTAL

1983-84
Standard
Treatment

1983-4
Rush

Treatment

1983-84
TOTAL

Class A

CCP 47 47
Library Science 42 42
Main/Science/OSC 6,121 108 6,229
Maps iii 1 112
Special Collections 12 1 13

TOTAL Class A 6,129 117 6,246 6,333 110 6,443

Mylar

CCP 10 2 12
Library Science 24 24
Main/Science/OSC 2,462 26 2,488

TOTAL Mylar 1,450 1,450 2,496 28 2,524

Foreign Bound

China Post 37 37
Chinese Materials 28 28

Cente r

Han Wen 101 101

TOTAL Foreign Not available for year 166 166
Bound



Clamshel is

Map Collection 2
Special Collections

TOTAL Clamshells 1 3

Atlases

Main Library
Map Collection 21
Science
Serials

i

TOTAL Atlases 25 21+

Special Cases

CPNM 97
CPMR 12
Documents 12
Library Science
Map Collection 3
Special Collections 2

TOTAL Special Cases 3 127

Wrapa rounds

CPNM 18
CPMR 3
Map Collection 9
Theses 8

TOTAL Wraparounds 1 38

Dictionaries 1 il

Portfolios o

TABLE 9.

Catalog Department Production: Bindery Statistics--Special Treatment

Type of 1982-83 1983-81+
Treatment

Music 293 143

Theses 19 118

Semi-Restorations 315 316

Full Restorations 29 28

Newspapers li 48
(Special Collections)



TABLE 10.

Catalog Department Production: Book Preparation Statistics

Type of 1982-83 1983-83
Activity

Repai rs

Old Books 2,957 2,9141
New Books 733 618

Miscellaneous
Pam-binders 4,618 2,746
Signs 26 35
Cut pages 959 423

New Books Needing
Special Processing

Music Collection
Folders 1,050 164
Pam-binders 613 136
As-is 613 127
Envelopes 8 2
Records 792 326
Tapes and cassettes 53 5

Special Collections
and CCP Archives

Paper Jackets 624 781
Plastic Jackets 815 676
Flags 803 816
Pam-binders 332 336

Special Lettering 197 491

Total Number of Books 5,900 3,860
Receiving Special
Process i ng

Microfilm Processed 3,010 2,825

TOTAL NUMBER OF BOOKS 18,203 13,1+48
AND MICROFILM RECEIVING
EXTRA PROCESSING
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I SUMMARY

The past year has been a routine one for most of our staff,
though the Computer Operations Team has seen a good deal of
new activity.

General: During the Fall semester it became increasingly
apparent that the temporary shelving area in both Main and
Science Libraries needed to be reorganized. More work space
and a rearrangement of the shelving was necessary to make
transporting books to the "temps" more direct and convenient.
Thanks goes to Don Baker, John Haas, Barbara Luu and Pat
Montoya for the much improved arrangement. So far, the
reorganization has proved to be very successful.

It has now been a full year since the Fines Office started
charging $5.00 for a replacement card. From March 1983 to
date we have, to our amazement, collected $2,920.00 in
replacement cards alone.

Geac: Last July Tom Owens and his assistant Jim Ruhi returned
from a Users' Group meeting in Los Angeles having accom-
plished the following:

Finalized the acquisition of a Tucson-based Field
Engineer supplied by Geac.

Learned a great deal about our new 4.3 version of
circulation, and made final arrangements for the
Geac creation of a special 4.3 data base to be sent
to us so that we can modify UA programs and test
the new online before setting new policies.

Set up the Geac Library Users' Group Softwear Clear-
inghouse at the U of A. The Clearinghouse receives
programs created by donating Libraries, publishes
descriptions in a catalog and fills requests for the
programs from Geac Library users around the world.

New computer procedures and reports have been created by
the Operations Team. Some of the major changes include:

New notice programs and batches which allow us to
have generated notices ready to print before the
operator arrives in the morning. This program also
makes it easier to deal with printer jams.

New operator commands which improve use of the com-
puter itself.

New reports and notice programs which improve existing
programs and create new ones.



II MAJOR STRENGTHS

I have to agree with our previous department head Wayne
Mullin that our major strength is in our staff. There is
a willingness to take the initiative to suggest new ideas
that might eliminate problems and otherwise help the depart-
ment function more efficiently.

A special thanks goes to Don Baker, our previous acting
head of Loan, for supporting the Operations Team. Don
understood both the abnormal nature and pressures of the
team's work. A special thanks must also be extended to
Jim Ruhi for his continued outstanding dedication, know-
ledge and commitment.

Uptime Downtime: Our excellent online circulation system
has once again proved to be astonishingly reliable.



III MAJOR LIMITATIONS

In most areas the Loan Department has few limitations. The
Computer Operations Team, however, has felt the burden of
overwork. There is too much reliance on a few key people,
and attempts to solve this problem with volunteers have
generally failed due to a lack of spare time available for
learning Geac. Although the operations team has been
expanded, there is still the added burden of training. Geac

training is a massive job if you wish to have fully trained
personnel.

Thanks goes to Suzette Radford, the last of our volunteers
still among us, for her services. We truly appreciate her
efforts.



IV FUTURE PLANS

It is difficult to know what the coming year will bring
because the fate of the future Head Loan position is still
in the hands of the Planning Council.

4.3 version coming soon.. .Our new version will certainly make
operations a lot more convenient. A Core Committee was formed
this year to prepare the Geac Policy Parameters Document for
the new 4.3 version coming this Fall. This will once again
mean Loan will be involved in training other Library staff in
the operations of the new version.
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I. SUPPIARY

This has been a year of maintenance for the Serials Department.
Although the number of new titles ordered Increased from the low
level of last year (due to last year's budget cuts), we now face the

same situation faced five years ago, that of not enough staff to
properly service the size of serial col lection we have. In the

latter half of the fiscal year staff vacancies due to resignations
(2) and a leave of absence of one staff member (which subsequently
became the third resignation) have also reminded us of the fact that
the department is certainly not overstaffed.

The purchase of an IBM PC last year allowed the department to offer a
new service with a minimum of extra effort. The new service was that

of sending monthly lists of serial and periodical titles ordered to
public service departments, a service which has been desired by those

departments for several years. In addition, the database will allow

us to more closely monitor our orders, particularly rush and prepaid

orders, something we could do in the past only with a great deal of

time and effort.

The department began in earnest Its attempt to document its policies
and procedures with a completely new policy and procedure manual. To

this point 31 procedures have been included In the manual and three

more are in the process of being approved. The procedures are being

entered into the IBM PC to allow for ease of update.

The department head and the head of the Receiving section served on

the Ad Hoc Committee on Serials Control as part of the planning

process for an online system for the University Library. After four

months of extensive study and discussion, the committee Issued a 51

page report which details the requirements for an online serials
control system for the Library and other units on campus.

The staff of the Current Periodicals, Newspapers, and Microforms Room

completed planning for the remodeling of two areas in the Room, the
main desk area and the microforms area. Both of these are badly
needed àhanges and it is hoped that the budget next year will al low
the remodeling to take place.

The Union List section has had many projects this year. The input of

all Dewey and Special Collections titles was finally completed. The

List is now in the process of being ref lIed according to the new ALA

filing rules. Inputting of records for periodical titles available
in microform col lections was begun, and the comparison of the List

with the departmental shelflist continued. All of the ongoing
projects will be affected by the SOLAR project mentioned in part IV.



I I. MAJOR STRENGThS

The strength of the Department is In the knowledge, dedication, and
flexibilty of its staff. Throughout the year the staff coped with
increased work, vacancies, splitting catalogs, changing routines,
etc. and managed all of it positively and well.

Mary Anne S. Mayhew, the head of the Current Periodicals, Newspapers,
and Microforms Room, retired during this fiscal year. Ms. Mayhew
served the Library for over twenty years and was responsible for the
planning of CPNM and had been its head since its opening in the "new"

Library building.



Ill. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

As in the past, a shortage of staff is the major limitation of the

department. The vacancies mentioned in the first part of this report

and, in the case of the cataloging position vacancy, the retraining

period involved, have created a situation in which for the past few

months only the essential tasks of the department are being completed

and a backlog of eventually necessary but less urgent tasks Is

steadily growing.

A Serials Cataloger position was created by the transfer of a

position from the Current Periodicals, Newspapers, and Microforms

Room. Even with the addition of this position, however, the amount

of cataloging which needs to be done to prepare for an online system

will require either more staff or a radical shift in priorities which

is beyond the control of this department. We will have a better idea

of how much needs to be done when the Arizona Union List project is

begun and those titles which need recataloging are identified.



IV. FU1URE PLANS

A major project for the department will be the submission of records
to the recently-established Union List of Serials ¡n Arizona
Libraries (Serials Online in Arizona, or SOLAR, project). A grant

approved by the State Library has funded personnel at the central
inputting agency (located at Arizona State University) and we will
receive student wages money for coding our titles for input. One
result of the project will be the identification of titles which are
not cataloged according to successive entry cataloging rules. We
have no hope of being able to correct these records, but at least we
will know which titles need to be recataloged.

A reorganization of the University Library is scheduled to begin to

be implemented on 1 July 1984. One aspect of this reorganization is
the transfer of the Current Periodicals, Newspapers, and Microforms
Room from the administrative control of this department to that of
the newly-created Director of Central Services. This transfer will
take place later in the year after the Microforms Librarian position
has been filled; in the meantime the goal is to make the transfer as

smooth as possible when ¡t does occur.

A continuing goal of the department is the acquisition of an
automated serials control system to eliminate the need to maintain
several labor-intensive manual files both within the department and
in other locations within the Library.

In anticipation of a serials control system we must adapt our
procedures to include steps which will either capture machine-
readable data for future use or gather data for future manual input
Into such a system. lt may even be wise to begin to divert efforts
now being made to make our cataloging records "perfect" into projects

which will have no immediate benefit but will be of extreme value
once an autcnated systn is in place.



Serials Deoartcent Statistics

Fiscal Year 1983-84

Suiiarv Sheet

ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

CATALOGING

Titles cataloged
805 670 958 627 3,060

New titles
360 334 416 306 1,416

932
Title changes 245 181 296 210

R&R 200 155 246 lii 712

Voluies added
5.910 4.974 7,458 6,988 25.330

to new titles 477 551 487 461 1,976

to existing titles 5,433 4,423 6,971 8,527 23,354

ACQUISITIONS/RECEIVING

Total orders placed 685 376 438 422 1,921

Pieces processed 26,421 28,607 29,399 30,803 115,230

CURRENT PERIODICALS, NEWSPAPERS

AND MICROFORNS

Questions asked
5,570 10,582 7,391 9,305 32,848

Patrons
51,961 83,316 52,027 62,463 249,787

Iteis re-shelved
93,823 110,140 82,027 119,703 405,493

UNION LIST OF SERIALS

Nuiber of records 45,181 45,575 46,263 46,723

Analyzed serials 1,868 1,873 1,887 1,889

Continuations 2,385 2,435 2,492 2,510

Newspapers 461 463 511 512

Periodicals 18,733 18,943 19,315 19,539

Serials 21,734 21,861 22,058 22,273

Currently-received titles
21,881 21,945 22,079 22,341

Current subscriptions

(Includes multiple copies) 23,059 23,118 23.242 23.513



Serials Departient Statistics

Fiscal Year 1983-84

Catalogino Section

New Titles

ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

Total titles cataloged 805 670 958 627 3060

New titles catalooed 360 334 416 306 1416

Yolues added 477 551 487 461 1976

New titles as percentage

of all titles cataloged 44.72% 49.85% 43.42% 48.80% 46.27%

Breakdown by record type

Original 75 55 44 66 240

Used 279 272 359 233 1143

LC copy 52 38 62 18 170

Contributed 227 234 297 215 973

Manual 8 7 13 7 33

Breakdown by serial tyoe

Analyzed ¿ 0 0 7

Looseleaf 2 0 5 2 9

Newsoaper 0 17 6 3 26

Periodical 190 190 204 161 745

Serial 163 125 201 140 629

Mi croforis

Microfiche (titles) 4 1 1 5 11

Microfiche (fiche) 2590 1148 0 2665 6403

Microfila (titles) 2 22 2 7 33

Microfila (reels) 4 291 95 142 532

Percentage breakdown by record type

Oriainal 20.83% 16.47% 10.58% 21.57% 16.95%

LC copy 14.44% 11.38% 14.90% 5.88% 12.01%

Contributed 63.06% 70.08% 71.39% 70.26% 68.71%

Manual 1.67% 2.10% 3.13% 2.29% 2.33%

Percentaae breakdown by serial type

Analyzed .58% .60% .49%

Looseleaf .56% 1.20% .65% .64%

Newspaper 5.09% 1.44% .98% 1.84%

Periodical 52.78% 56.89% 49.04% 52.61% 52.61%

Serial 45.28% 37.43% 48.32% 45.75% 44.42%



SERIALS DEPARTMENT STATISTICS

16 June 1983 - 15 June 1984

NEW SERIAL TITLES (BY LC CLASSIFICATION)

LC class Titles of total LC class Titles of total

A 33 2.46 PN 30 2.24Z

B 36 2.68 FOl-3999 2 15

C 22 1.64X PO4000-5999 3 .22Z

D 46 3.43 P06000-8999 6 .45X

E 22 1.64Z P09000-9999 1 07Z

F 45 3.35 PR 10 .75

G PS 11 82l

except SB-SC 20 1.49X

PT 4 .30Z

SB-SC B .60Z

PZ1-90 O

H-HJ 243 18.11

PZ2001 5 .37X

HM-HX 40 2.98

0-0E 117 8.72

J 22 l.64

0H-OR 52 3.87

K 25 1.86Z

R 32 2.38X

L 46 3.43

S 61 4.55

M i .07

T

ML-MT 18 1.34Z except TR 128 9.54

N 33 2.46 TR 35 2.61X

P-PA 22 1.64Z u-v 6 .45Z

PB-PH 10 .75 21-1199 50 3.73X

PS 5 .37X 11200- 20 1.49Z

PJ-PM 18 1.34 Arizona 54 4.02

TOTAL 1342



Serials Department Statistics

Fiscal Year 1983-84

Cataloging Section

Title Changes

ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

Total titles catalooed 805 670 958 627 3060

Title changes cataloged 245 181 296 210 932

Title Change; as percentage

of all titles cataloged

30.43% 27.01% 30.90% 33.49% 30.46%

Breakdown by record type

Original 16 9 18 9 52

Used 229 172 279 201 881

LC copy 39 31 77 34 181

Contributed 190 141 202 167 700

Manual O O O O O

Breakdown by serial type

Analyzed 8 5 7 1 21

Looseleaf i 0 0 6 7

Newspaper 0 i 2 0 3

Periodical 132 101 118 119 470

Serial 104 74 169 84 431

Microform;

Microfiche (titles) 0 1 1 1 3

Microfilm (titles) 3 4 2 5 14

Percentage breakdown by record type

Original 6.53% 4.97% 6.08% 4.29% 5.58%

IC copy 15.92% 17.13% 26.01% 16.19% 19.42%

Contributed 77.55% 77.90% 68.24% 79.52% 75.11%

Percentage breakdown by serial type

Analyzed 3.27% 2.76% 2.36% .48% 2.25%

Looseleaf .41% 2.86% .75%

Newspaper .55% .68% .32%

Periodical 53.88% 55.80% 39.86% 56.67% 50.43%

Serial 42.45% 40.88% 57.09% 40.00% 46.24%



Serials Departient Statistics

Fiscal Year 1983-84

Cataloging Section

R&R

ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

Total titles cataloged 805 670 958 627 3060

R & R titles cataloged 200 155 246 111 712

Voluies 1420 1545 881 615 4461

R & R titles as oercentage

of all titles cataloged 24.84% 23.13% 25.68% 17.70% 23.27%

Breakdown by record type

Original 13 12 24 13 62

Used 187 143 222 98 650

LC copy 70 37 65 18 190

Contributed 117 106 157 80 460

Manual 0 0 0 0 0

Breakdown by serial type

Analyzed 19 10 21 10 60

Looseleaf 3 2 5 5 15

Newspaper 0 1 3 0 4

Periodical 74 59 67 19 219

Serial

flicrof oras

104 83 150 69 406

Microfiche (titles) 1 1 1 1 4

Microfiche (fiche) 6 881 240 0 1127

Microfili (titles) 4 5 9 0 18

Microfila (reels) 27 38 11 0 76

Percentage breakdown by record type

Original 6.50% 7.74% 9.76% 11.71% 8.71%

LC copy 35.00% 23.87% 26.42% 16.22% 26.69%

Contributed 58.50% 68.39% 63.82% 72.07% 64.61%

Percentage breakdown by serial type

Analyzed 9.50% 6.45% 8.54% 9.01% 8.43%

Looseleaf 1.50% 1.29% 2.03% 4.50% 2.11%

Newspaper .65% 1.22% .56%

Periodical 37.00% 38.06% 27.24% 17.12% 30.76%

Serial 52.00% 53.55% 80.98% 82.16% 57.02%



Serials Departient Statistics

Fiscal Year 1983-84

Acqui si tionslRecei vino/Mi scel laneous

ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

Total orders placed 685 376 438 422 1,921

Backfiles 97 44 66 38 245

Continuations 50 19 23 27 119

Periodicals 180 98 89 123 490

Replacements 156 129 115 93 493

Serials 202 86 145 141 574

Total pieces processed 26,421 28,607 29,399 30!803 115,230

Total claus sent 1,547 1,856 1,130 461 4,994

Withdrawals

Hard copy

Titles ii 13 12 5 41

Vol uies 216 417 273 50 956

Nicrofila

Ti ti es

Reels t t

Microfiche

Titles

Fiche 120 45 121 286

Analytics processed 403 366 464 370 1,603



Serials Deoartaent Statistics

Fiscal Year 1983-84

Current Periodicals, Newspapers, and Microforas (CPNM)

Ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

PATRONS

Nuiber of persons

entering CPNM: 51,961 83,316 52,467 62,463 250,207

ADDITIONS 27,475 19,370 25,036 33,113 104,994

Microfiche 10,721 3,171 6,809 13,907 34,608

Microfili 476 320 263 1,298 2,357

Newspapers 8,124 8,130 8,749 8,728 33,731

Periodicals 8,154 7,749 9,215 9,180 34,298

RES HE L VES 66,148 90,770 56,991 86,590 300,499

Microfiche 8,034 13,105 6,658 19,095 46,892

Microfil. 9,566 23,461 8,500 16,536 58,063

Newspapers 15,152 17,530 15,253 17,686 65,621

Periodicals 33,396 36,674 26,580 33,273 129,923

TOTAL ADDITIONS AND RESHELVES 93,623 110,140 82,027 119.703 405,493

PERIODICALS COLLECTION

Titles added 77 96 62 47 282

Titles withdrawn 79 51 37 24 191

Active titles 5,100 5,145 5,170 5,193

NUMBER OF QUESTIONS 5,570 10,582 7,391 9,305 32,848

Reference 1,556 3,467 2,739 3,294 11,056

CP/N 1,153 2,646 2,350 2,519 8,668

Nicroforis 403 821 389 775 2,388

Directional 4,014 7,115 4,652 6,011 21,792

CP/N 2,729 4,794 3,550 4,744 15,817

Pticrofor.s 1,285 2,321 1,102 1,267 5,975
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